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BACKWOODS OR BACKYARD.
WE’LL BE THERE.
No matter what the terrain or location, Vermeer has a brush chipper
and stump grinder to meet your needs. Our equipment includes industryleading features that help increase productivity and worker safety, and we back
it up with a worldwide dealer network. When it comes to tree care, look to an
industry leader – Vermeer. Call 1-888-VERMEER or visit Vermeer.com.

WE HOLD
RELIABILITY
TO A HIGHER
STANDARD.
YOURS.

VERMEER and the VERMEER LOGO are trademarks of Vermeer Manufacturing Company in the United States and / or other countries.
© 2007 Vermeer Manufacturing Company. All Rights Reserved.
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s I entered the airport again and waited through the familiar security process, it suddenly struck
me how much of our lives are “routinized.”
We make great pronouncements about how we do this and that in order to improve our efficiency or
productivity. Speakers and consultants make lots of money telling us how to systematize this or that to
better use our time or to get more out of our employees. Yet look at the faces of people when they are
in the middle of experiencing the system. Their faces are expressionless. Their body language is uninspired. Their eyes are dim.
I thought about how we get up, go through our routine at home, drive the same way to work, and then
go through our office routines. We believe we are saving time and therefore are getting more out of our
lives and doing more at work. Then, I wondered, if that’s the case, why do we have to set aside specific time with our staffs in order to come up with the new ideas that launch our businesses to the next
level? We call them staff retreats or strategic planning or brainstorming sessions. It’s like, “Stop the
work. We’re going to innovate now;” instead of creativity being something that is always part of work.
It occurred to me that in our rush to structure, streamline and enhance efficiency, we have segmented
creativity, innovation and new ideas out of our daily lives and into specific times. We push deadlines so
hard that we miss the opportunity that surfaces along the way. How often are we actually really engaged
with our work? How much more often are we pushing along something that is part of the system? We all
have accounting and reports and meetings to deal with, but how much of what we do is really necessary?
Asking ourselves occasionally why we are doing something or why we are asking our staffs to do
something can help eliminate extraneous activity we have built into our management systems. Over the
years, things accumulate in a business just like they do in our closets at home. We need to clean them
out – do an internal review – of how our systems get in the way of our people doing the real work. Of
course, key to that is actually asking our people. The coach we use for our management team actually
had us ask each other at every meeting what we could stop doing – and then we did it.
Another way a friend of mine experienced breakthroughs of creativity in life came from an “Aha!”
born out of unexpected free time. After not having her contract renewed, she had to find a new path. As
she took the time to ask herself what she loved in life and had forgotten while she had lived her crazy
“routinized” existence, she realized something simple but very powerful. To experience something new
in life or business, you’ve got to make space for it. Let that sink in a minute.
If our lives are so full and so “now this” and “then that” and “tomorrow another thing,” there isn’t any
space for something new and invigorating to enter. Without time to stop and pause to consider options,
there is no space for creativity and innovation. Is that what we’ve done with our staffs?
Perhaps we should stop and think about how we can create some space for innovation and
creativity…
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By Guy Meilleur

Bark blown off post oak, Quercus
stellata. Photos courtesy of Guy
Meilleur unless otherwise noted.

he customary serenity and solitude
of
Andersonville
National
Cemetery was exploded at 8 a.m.
on April 28, 2007, by the sound of chain
saws and chippers.
Located at the infamous Civil War prison
camp site near the Carter Presidential
Museum in southeast Georgia, the
Andersonville National Historic Site
serves as a memorial to all American prisoners of war. The park provides an
understanding of the overall prisoner of
war story of the Civil War, interprets the
role of prisoner of war camps in history,
commemorates the sacrifice of Americans
who lost their lives in such camps, and preserves the monuments located within the
site. Park superintendent Fred Boyles
understands that many trees at
Andersonville are monuments in their own
right.
Much of the 520 acres is covered with
row after unbroken row of gravestones,
and more will be added until the cemetery
is full to the fences. The scattered trees
stand sentinel, shading and softening the
soldiers’ final resting ground. Several are
antebellum “witness trees,” also veterans
of the Civil War. Coordinated by urban
forester Eric Gansauer and the Georgia
Arborists Association, arborists with TCIA
member companies Arborguard Tree
Specialists and Downey Trees joined
dozens of others to care for these veteran
trees that watch over the graves of fallen
veterans. This article is about one tree in
particular that serves to remind us of something near and dear to arborists’ hearts – the
importance of tree preservation. Following
is a report on that tree, No. 263:

T

Observations
I noted four separate streaks of wood
down the stem of tree No. 263, at
approximately right angles to each other.
The widest wound ran from the base up
to the first primary fork on the northwest
side and back down the other side. A
small crack started at that fork, and there
was active decay in a pocket above the
crack, just below the fork. A large, fat
skink was living under the detached
bark.
There is ongoing excavation for grave
sites in the southern half of this tree’s rootzone. The foliage was pale and yellowish.
There was erosion and compacted soil to
the north, and significant damage to buttress roots all around.
Tree No. 219, another post oak, had a
large wound where its main stem was torn
off, leaving three horizontal limbs. The
trunk sounded hollow, but there was little
dead wood in the crown.
Tree No. 220 is a southern red oak,
Quercus falcata. It had a dead top, and
two recently broken limbs to the west.
These were removed during the aerial
inspection.

Background
Lightning struck a post oak Quercus stellata, tree No. 263, located at the
graveyard’s edge in 2002. Two other large
oaks to the north, No. 219 and No. 220,
were not struck. A tree inventory flagged
these trees for a more thorough inspection.
Assignment
I agreed to inspect three veteran oaks
and offer opinions on their condition and
prognoses. The use and purpose of this
report was to inform decisions made by
park staff regarding the management of
these trees.

Andersonville – Wound at main fork of landmark post
oak. No callus growth in five years, decay advancing, root
damage increasing, high target rating: fatal damage from
lightning strike. Courtesy Chip Hildreth, ArborCarolina
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Ten-inch lightning wound on mature white oak, Quercus
alba, closed after four seasons of tree care.

Testing & analysis
I used a hammer to test the trunk of tree
No. 263 for resonance at 41/2 feet above the
ground. Fifty-two inches of bark circumference sounded hollow. The bark came off
easily because it was dead. One hundred
and five inches of the circumference
sounded alive. Unidentified wood-boring
insects were active underneath the loose
bark – but not in the exposed areas where
the wood was dry. The wound above the
primary fork was more than 20 inches
wide. A probe went 6 inches through
mushy tissue at the fork.
The trunks of trees No. 219 and No. 220
were solid on the outside, and had significant woundwood around their old wounds.
Discussion
With one-third of the bark blown off the
trunk, and a 20-inch-wide wound above the
first fork, this lightning damage seemed
terminal. This fork seemed at risk to fail in
a moderate summer storm, but it could be
cabled to buy some years. However, it is
only a matter of time before cracking and
decay render the lower trunk unstable.
Poor root health and more excavation for
graves mean this time will come fairly
soon, despite the wood’s resistance to
9

decay. The skink’s plump belly is evidence
of insect activity in the damaged areas.
Tree No. 219 and No. 220 were structurally intact and removed from areas the
public is likely to visit.
Conclusions
Tree No. 263 posed a high risk in the
near to medium term. The long-term risk

can only be abated by removal. Trees No.
219 and No. 220 posed a low risk until
their roots are excavated.
Superintendent Boyles made the tough
decision to remove tree No. 263. He also
made a much easier decision – to apply
for funding to protect the remaining
landmark trees from future lightning
strikes.

Lightning protection systems
According to government data, the
region receives on average more than 10
lightning strikes per square mile. A lightning protection system will effectively and
affordably protect a tree 98 percent of the
time. The average time for installation is
two hours for a two-person crew.
The climber ascends the tree to its highest point while the other worker excavates
a trench at least 8 inches deep and 10 feet
from the trunk. An air tool can save time
and spare roots during this process. Once
the climber ties in, the fasteners and one
end of the copper cable (conductor) are tied
on and hoisted. The conductor is fastened

Thick-barked, fast-growing Pinus taeda, loblolly pine,
with extendable fastener going in.
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to a terminal at the top of the tree, then
pulled taut, not tight as the climber
descends and clamps it to standoffs to prevent contact with the tree. These standoffs
can be up to 6 feet apart, depending on the
tree’s form. A straight line is preferred for
maximum effectiveness, leaving the stem
between buttress roots toward the path chosen for the ground terminal.
The ground rod is copper-coated and
typically 8 feet long. It must be driven a
foot below the surface to protect people
and animals above it. Tree roots are not so
lucky – observations indicate a 15 inch
“kill zone” near the ground. Driving the

To test the system’s effectiveness, use a
ground resistance tester and a continuity
meter. A reading of under 50 ohms is preferred. Additional ground rods can be
installed 10 feet apart to provide adequate
grounding. One way to be sure that your
system works is to attach strike monitoring
fuses and check them after storms.

Thin-barked Liriodendron tulipifera, tulip poplar, with
standard standoff attachments holding 1/4-inch conductor,
as per ANSI A300 (Part 4).

rod into the ground can be done with a
hammer in sandy soil, but a post driver or
air hammer is needed for harder subsoils.

Aftercare
As noted in the ANSI A-300 Part 4, the
client must be notified that the system
should be checked regularly. Fast-growing trees present a special challenge,
because the system must be attached to
new standoffs to avoid contact between
the conductor and the tree. When it gets
close, the old standoffs must be cut off
and replaced, and the conductor clamped
to the new standoff. This presents two
problems. First, the bits of metal left in
the tree can potentially cause arcing, as
they draw the electricity from the lightning strike to the tree. It is unclear how
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much potential there is for this to happen. Second, installing new fasteners
means making new wounds, which is
never a good thing.
To address these problems, an extendable fastener known as the Arborbolt was
developed by Ben Fuest in England.
Ninety percent of the trees there with
lightning protection installed are redwoods, Sequoiadendron giganteum. This
species’ relatively fast growth and large
mature size mean the fasteners would
need replacing several times over the
trees’ life spans. Its thick bark calls for a
long shank like the Arborbolt’s on the
standoff to reach the wood, as called for
in the standard. Pre-drilling is required,
which decreases the risk of cracking the
wood but increases the time needed. On
many trees these advantages may not be
worth the added cost, but for redwoods
and some other species the Arborbolt
was designed with their needs in mind.
There is no U.S. distributor at present.
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Tree #263 at Andersonville did not recover from lightning wounds. It will be felled by the friendly fire of chain saws.

Selling points
No matter how it’s fastened, a lightning
protection system adds a lot of value to a
specimen tree. Selling is as easy as comparing its cost to the value of the tree and
the expense of removal and replacement.
The target rating for the risk of a lightning
strike to most residential trees is very high,
considering that roots contact wires that
contact all the electronic equipment in the
modern home. Signature golf course trees
are leading candidates. Not only do they
define the fairways and create doglegs,
golfers seeking to finish one more hole
before the rain hits may seek shelter under
a tree, only to be killed by a lightning strike
that is drawn to that same tree.
Tall trees that are in the open and on high
ground are most susceptible. Trees in other
recreational areas are prime candidate
sales, as well as those near commercial
buildings and parking lots. Some lists have
been made ranking species susceptibility,
based on water content and oil content and
other characteristics, but these lists have
not been proven reliable.
More land is being developed around

ANSI A300 Part 4 - Lightning
Protection
Adhering to the American National Standards
for tree care helps make you an expert in the
eyes of clients and authorities, such as your
local municipality. ANSI standards are recognized as the final authority in the United States
civil court system. Order each part to be certain your work meets industry standards and to
use as a guide for writing work specifications.
Product code: A300P4
Price: $20 (Members: $15)
For this and other safety and education products,
call 1-800-733-2622 or shop online at
www.tcia.org
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Lightning-Struck Tree
Assessment and Mitigation
When lightning strikes a tree, the
owner will often assign an arborist to
help determine the appropriate
response. Depending on the tree and the
arborist, what they hear will range from,
“It’s going to die, so we should remove
it,” to “It looks okay for now, let’s wait
and see.” Neither of these answers adequately addresses the owner’s or the
tree’s needs. Both neglect useful tree
care techniques for assessing and mitigating lightning damage:
 Bark inspection. Tap the bark with
a mallet to determine whether it is
detached from the wood. Measure the
detached areas. Probe any cracks in the
xylem with a thin instrument to determine the depth. If the damage to the
lower trunk is not extensive, inspect
the crown.
 Consider the species’ relative tolerance to lightning strikes, based on its
compartmentalization qualities, grain
pattern, and genetic vigor.
 Consider the individual specimen’s vitality, and its location relative
to people and property. Assess the risk.
 Present treatment options to the
owner, providing a prognosis of recovery if the treatments move forward. If
the client is an insurance company, the
arborist is often asked to make a recommendation because the tree work is
part of a claim. If the owner decides
the risk is acceptable, these steps can
be taken:
 Reattach the bark if it is still moist
inside. Thin bark may move enough if
it is wrapped tightly for a few weeks.
Thicker bark may be reattached with
fasteners such as staples.
 If the bark cannot be reattached, it
should be trimmed – “traced” – back to
the point where it is attached to the
xylem, so there will be no hollow area
as callus tissue grows over the wound.
This applies to all the bark, from the top
of the tree down to the buttress roots.
 The exposed wood should be treated to repel insects. Reapply as needed
 The soil around the roots, especially those that carried the current,
should be aerated as needed and inoculated with beneficial microorganisms
such as mycorrhizal fungi. Any mineral element that is lacking should also
be applied
 Mulch the root system 2- to 4
inches deep with organic material, and
irrigate as needed.

large trees, and more trees near targets
everywhere are growing taller, and our climate is heating up, so the lightning
protection market is growing rapidly.
Adding a system can fit in well with the

tree care services a company offers, and
put off the day that a veteran tree must be
laid to rest.
Guy Meilleur is the owner of Better Tree
Care Associates in Apex, N.C.
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More almanac online!
For the most up to date calendar information, visit
www.treecareindustry.org  news  industry calendar

Industry Almanac
Events & Seminars
June 5-7, 2007
National Oak Wilt Symposium - Texas Chapter ISA
Austin Hilton,
Austin, Texas
Contact: Mike Walterscheidt, (512) 587-7515,
mbwalter@totalaccess.net; www.trees-isa.org/events;
www.isatexas.com
June 9, 2007
NJAISA State Tree Climbing Championships,
Thompson Park, Lincroft, Monmouth County, NJ
Contact: www.NJArboristsISA.com
June 9-12, 2007
Trees Florida 2007
Innisbrook Resort, Palm Harbor, FL
Contact: floridaisa.org

June 20, 2007
ISA Certified Arborist Examination
South Plainfield, NJ
Contact: www.NJArboristsISA.com, (609) 625-6021.
July 21-24, 2007
BOMA North American Real Estate Congress & The
Office Bldg Show (Bldg Owners & Mgrs Assn)
New York, NY
Contact: www.boma.org
July 28-August 1, 2007
ISA Conference & Trade Show
Sheraton Waikiki,
Honolulu, HI
Contact: 1-888-isa-tree; www.isa-arbor.com/conference

July 11, 2007
New Jersey Certified Tree Expert Examination
Contact: NJ Board of Certified Tree Experts, 370 East
Veterans Highway, Jackson, NJ 08527

August 22-23, 2007
Certified Treecare Safety Professional (CTSP)
workshop & certification exam
San Jose, CA
Contact 1-800-733-2622, or www.TCIA.org

July 15-17, 2007
Green Industry Legislative Conference
Sponsored by TCIA and PLANET
Washington, D.C.
Contact: TCIA (603) 314-5380; www.tcia.org

September 19-20, 2007
Certified Treecare Safety Professional (CTSP)
workshop and certification exam
Baltimore, MD
Contact 1-800-733-2622, or www.TCIA.org

October 10-12, 2007
Texas Tree Conference
Waco Convention Center,
Waco Texas
Contact: www.isatexas.com
October 16-17, 2007
Landscape Ontario Garden Expo
Toronto Congress Centre,
Toronto, Canada
www.gardenexpo.ca
October 26-28, 2007
The NJ Shade Tree Federation 82nd Annual Meeting
Crowne Plaza,
Cherry Hill, NJ
Contact: Bill Porter (732) 246-3210; njshadetreefederation@worldnet.att.net
November 6-7, 2007
Certified Treecare Safety Professional (CTSP)
workshop and certification exam
Hartford, CT
Contact 1-800-733-2622, or www.TCIA.org
November 8-10, 2007
TCI EXPO 2007
Connecticut Convention Center,
Hartford, CT
Contact: Deb Cyr 1-800-733-2622;
cyr@treecareindustry.org; www.tcia.org
January 8-10, 2008
Landscape Ontario Congress 2008
Toronto Congress Centre, Toronto, Canada
www.locongress.com
February 8-12, 2008
U.S. Composting Council Annual Conf. & Trade Show
Oakland Marriott City Center,
Oakland, CA
Contact: www.compostingcouncil.org; (631) 737-4931
February 10-14, 2008
Winter Management Conference
Tree Care Industry Association
Westin Aruba Resort, Aruba
Contact: Deb Cyr 1-800-733-2622; cyr@tcia.org;
www.tcia.org

Send your event information to:
Tree Care Industry,
3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1,
Manchester, NH 03103
or staruk@tcia.org
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Cutting Edge - News

Celebrating 50 years at
Morbark
Year-long events are planned as
Morbark, Inc. celebrates 50 years of manufacturing industrial equipment systems.
From a humble beginning in 1957 in a
small blacksmith shop, Morbark has grown
to become the respected company it is in
2007. Norval Morey’s life in manufacturing began in 1957, when the veteran
logger, sawmill owner and entrepreneur
perfected and introduced the first portable
pulpwood debarker.
Over the next five decades, the company
grew, and the industry leading innovations
flowed. With strong footing in the sawmill
industry, Morbark expanded by introducing the first portable whole tree chipper, in
the early ’70s. This was followed shortly
by the introduction of the first disc-style
brush chippers in the ’80s.
The ’90s proved to be even more
groundbreaking for the company. Founder
Norval Morey personally invented and
patented a drum-style chipper that has revolutionized the industry, and with the
creation of the combination Flail
Chiparvestor in 1991, and the development
of the first industrial tub grinders and horizontal grinders, there was no doubt that
Morbark would continue to grow. Today
the innovations and improvements contin-
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Morbark’s manufacturing facility has expanded from a
small shop to a 1.5 million square foot plant.

ue with the recent introduction of a line of
stump grinders.
The manufacturing facility has expanded
from a small shop where it all began 50
years ago to a 1.5 million square foot plant.
To all its many customers, Morbark says
“thanks for being a part of the family and
for 50 years of loyalty.”

John Deere EPA Ready
John Deere Power Systems recently
announced that many of its engines
under 75 kW (100 hp) are now U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Tier 3, Interim Tier 4 and European
Union (EU) Stage III A ready. Four ratings of the PowerTech M 2.4L engine are
planned for EPA Interim Tier 4. These
engines will also meet current EU Stage
III A standards, which took effect
January 2007. The PowerTech M 2.4L
engines are either naturally aspirated or
turbocharged.
“With some of our PowerTech M and
PowerTech E engines below 56 kW (75
hp), we chose to go straight from Tier 2
to Interim Tier 4. Because our 2.4L
engines have demonstrated Interim Tier
4 and Stage III A capabilities, we’ve met
our 2008 deadline. This demonstrates
that the technology we have developed is
a great foundation for our Tier 4 solution,” said Gita Rao, product manager of
strategy and long-term planning for
JDPS.
Deere will leverage the technology
developed to meet Tier 3/Stage III A emissions as the basis for meeting future
emissions regulations. They are exploring
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2007

various technology options, including
advanced in-cylinder and after-treatment
solutions.
“We have narrowed down the technologies we are exploring for Tier 4, but have
not yet settled on the solution that will be
right for our customers and us,” said Rao.
“For Tier 4, we are planning to continue
with the multiple-platform option. We’re
trying to include many potential solutions
for Tier 4. The goal is to determine which
concepts work best together in order to
provide a solution that meets the needs of
each given application.”

Fecon personnel changes
Fecon announced this spring that Ted
Christian will serve as national sales manager for the company. Christian comes to
Fecon with 17
years of management experience
from an equipment
dealership where
he held positions
of sales manager
and general manager.
Fecon
also
announced that
Ted Christian
Mark Ferguson
will serve as their
Southwest regional sales manager and
market specialist in mulcher applications
for wildfire prevention
and
management. His
experience
in
sales, management
and heavy equipment
is
complimented
with certification
as a compost facility manager by the Mark Ferguson
U.S. Composting
Council.
Fecon, Inc. manufactures Bull Hog
mulching attachments, FTX track carriers, tree shears, grapples and stump
grinders.
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Cutting Edge - Products

The Treepusher saves climbing
The Treepusher allows you to fell or cut hazard trees, dead
or alive, in a safe and efficient manner without climbers,
bucket trucks, winch trucks or crew pulling on trees. Use of
the Treepusher system will allow you to work safer, since
no one has to leave the ground. Employees get more work
done and training for new workers is fast and easy. Most
tree felling operations take only 10-15 minutes, giving you
an instant operating edge over conventional tree felling
operations. The Treepusher assembles and disassembles in
a matter of minutes, allowing access to otherwise impossible worksites and causing less damage to turf. Improve
your work environment by reducing the number of trees
that need climbers or buckets – making the job easier and
safer for all. Contact Tree Pusher Inc. at (601) 833-8486,
treepusherinc@yahoo.com, or via www.treepusher.com.

Cyber-Rain Smart Sprinkler
Controller
According to a study conducted by the
American Water Works Association
Research Foundation, 58 percent of water
usage is used outdoors, and the
Environmental Protection Agency states
that more than 40 U.S. states now have
some type of water conservation pro-
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New John Bean spray tank
Spraying is an integral part of tree and landscape
care. Unfortunately, these spraying procedures often
come with a high price for pesticides and equipment.
With that in mind, John Bean Sprayers has targeted one
piece of the equipment cost puzzle by developing a new
polyethylene sprayer series tank that combines both value and
quality. The company’s new polyethylene sprayer tank offers a
value-oriented option that still provides dependability and quality. It
allows John Bean to compete at different price point levels – but without compromising
the product lifespan or reliability. The polyethylene tank is compatible with any of John
Bean’s DM model hydraulic sprayers. It works with a Bertolini diaphragm pump or an
FMC/Bean pump. It’s available in yellow or black. Contact John Bean Sprayers at 1-800241-2308 or via www.johnbeansprayers.com.
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Rhizofuel Now With Additional Species
Rhizofuel from Rootgrow is now available with additional
species of mycorrhizae – Glomus fasisculatum. Rhizofuel is a
reasonably priced, all-in-one bio-stimulant, beneficial bacteria,
fungi and mycorrhizal package used to amend poor soils with
beneficial organisms found on the forest. The living ingredients have been tested for millions of years and include 19
species of rhizo bacteria, two species of trichoderma
fungi, and 11 species of both endo- and ecto-mycorrhizae. The fuel component contains soluble humic acid
and sea kelp, vitamin C, Vitamin B1 and glycine. For
more info, call, 1-866-ROOT-GRO (766-8476) or
visit www.rootgrow.com.
Please circle 192 on Reader Service Card
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gram. Every day millions of gallons of
precious fresh water are wasted because
outdated sprinkler timers run the same
schedule, summer or winter, rain or shine.
Designed to conserve water and provide
year-round savings, the Cyber-Rain XCI
is the most effective solution for cities
and communities with severe water shortages. It combines the power of the PC, the
Internet and the latest wireless technology to automatically manage a watering
schedule based on weather conditions to
save water and money. Some of the benefits of the system include: PC-based
software; daily weather checks; cycle and
soak feature; watering index; sod and
seed and fertilizing features; water usage
tracking; wireless compatibility; and
unlimited zone additions. Contact CyberRain, a division of Showcase Innovations
Inc., via wwwcyber-rain.com.
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Send your Cutting Edge Product
information to:
Don Staruk at
staruk@tcia.org

New Eye Protection

EAB Help From Mauget

SoundVision safety glasses by FullPro offer a clear
advantage over ordinary safety glasses that break earmuffs seals, causing pressure points against the skull and
reducing protection. SoundVision eliminates the pinching
and improves protection by
3 to 7 decibels by attaching to the outer
surface of earmuffs
with
flexible Velcrolike straps. The
result is full and
comfortable protection
of both eyes and ears, and
increased use and compliance. It meets or exceeds ANSI’s
Z87.1+ high-impact safety rating and is compatible with
most popular brands of earmuffs and headsets. It is available in clear, amber and smoke tints. Visit FulPro via at
www.fullpro.com for a list of retail stores where they can
be found.

According to university and USDA testing,
Mauget’s Imicide and Inject-a-cide B, two microinfusion insecticide applications developed by the
J.J. Mauget Co., have been found to be highly
effective in the control and eradication of emerald
ash borer. Recent Michigan State University tests,
conducted by university staff and associates from
the USDA, confirmed that Mauget’s Imicide and
Inject-a-cide B were effective for the control of
emerald ash borer on trees in south-central
Michigan. Success points to Mauget’s micro-infusion application of imidacloprid and Bidrin, the
products’ active ingredients. Specific results of the test showed that
Inject-a-cide B was highly effective for adult emerald ash borer control
for more than four weeks after the initial infusion, killing 100 percent of
the beetles that consumed foliage from the treated trees. Both Mauget
products were found to provide greater larvae control, and were shown
to be the most persistent in controlling emerald ash borer adults and larvae over the two-year test period. Contact Mauget at 1-800-TREES RX
(873-3779), or via www.mauget.com.
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Management Exchange

By William J. Lynott
unning your tree care business
requires working in a very dangerous environment. No, not the
physical danger that you’re well aware of –
a different more subtle kind of danger: The
hidden stress in the life of every business
owner, stress that can accumulate to the
point of serious damage in both your business and personal life.
How common are stress related problems? “Up to 80 percent of visits to
primary care physicians are for symptoms
directly or indirectly related to the stress
response,” says Vicki Rackner, MD, coauthor of Chicken Soup for the Soul.
“While it’s true that we live in stress-filled
world, you can control your response to
stressful stimuli. Manage your response to
stress more effectively and you will have a
happy, healthy heart. You will also have a
healthier bottom line.”
How do you know if the pressure cooker
is having a harmful effect on you? “Some
of the danger signals for stressed out entrepreneurs are weight gain, mental
confusion, depression, suppressed immune
function, and constant fatigue and insomnia,” says nutritional biochemist Shawn M.
Talbott, Ph.D. Getting stress under control
can help in each of these areas.
Here are seven tips that will help you to
avoid the severe and often permanent harm
to you and those around you that can result
from uncontrolled business stress:

R

Analyze and organize those competing
demands on your time
Among the major causes of entrepreneurial stress are incompatible demands
on the owner’s time and resources,
according to management consultant and
author Jim Stroup. “If you don’t have the
time or expertise to do a given task, you
22

outsource it. However, if you don’t have
the resources for outsourcing, you wind
up doing it yourself. That often means
doing it poorly, further straining your
resources.”
What to do about this? “First, organize
and prioritize the bewildering flurry of
competing demands on your time,” says
Stroup. Be sure to include key functions
such as cash flow, marketing and employee productivity.
“Next, analyze these tasks on the basis of
their impact on your time and resources.
Which ones have the biggest impact on the
success of your business, and which ones
can be successfully delegated?”
This simple procedure often helps an
owner to a better understanding of the business, according to Stroup. In turn, that
reduces the stress resulting from a failure
to understand how to assess and organize
competing demands.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2007

Know when it’s time to go home
“Learn how to turn off work and boot up
life,” says consultant Jennifer Kalita, The
Kalita Group. “Entrepreneurs often start
businesses to get out from under an unreasonable boss, but now the only
unreasonable bosses they’re working for
are themselves. Make a commitment to
business hours and stick to it. If you don’t,
the line between your business and your
personal life will become blurred. When
that happens, it isn’t the business that will
suffer; it’s you, your family and friends –
all the things you need to keep your life in
balance.”
Dr. Rackner agrees on the importance of
turning off work. “The stress-induced
fight-or-flight response served our species
well when we faced saber-toothed tigers,”
she says. “In business it often feels like a
pack of tigers are right outside the door.
Adrenalin and other stress hormones help

you run away from danger or face challenges square on.”
According to Dr. Rackner, stressinduced adrenalin becomes problematic
when we use it as fuel for day-to-day activities. “Our bodies are designed for surges
of adrenalin, not the day-in, day-out, sustained-release stress program followed by
so many of today’s entrepreneurs. That
impairs not only the body’s ability to function; it also impairs business productivity
and profitability.”
You know that you need a vacation,
but ...
You know how important it is to take
some time for yourself and your family.
You’ve been working hard and now you
need to refresh and renew. However, if
you’re like most business owners, the idea
of walking away from your business for
even a day or two causes so much anxiety
that it’s hardly worth it.
“Take heart.” says Liz Bywater, Ph.D.,
president of Bywater Consulting Group,
LLC. “Vacation need not be an all-or-nothing approach to relaxation. There’s no need
to divorce yourself entirely from your business in order to recharge your batteries.”
Dr. Bywater suggests dedicating a small
portion of each vacation day – even a few
minutes – to checking. “You can call your
assistant, partner or second-in-command to
see whether there are any fires to be put
out,” she says. “If there are, you can decide
who will deal with the problem and how. In
most circumstances, you can delegate the
work and continue to enjoy your day with
confidence. If you absolutely must speak
briefly to an employee or customer, so be
it. Hey, one phone call could pay for your
whole vacation.
“Once your daily check-in is finished,
you can put away your cell phone, laptop,
and PDA for the day and have some fun.”
Lean on your friends
“Business owners, working in a constantly-changing and often uncertain
environment, must deal with a host of
stresses,” says Jeanne Hurlbert, Ph.D, professor of sociology at Louisiana State
University. “Although many fail to realize
it, one of their most valuable resources in
coping with that stress is their social networks.”

Manage your response to
stress more effectively
and you will have a
happy, healthy heart.
You will also have a
healthier bottom line.
According to Dr. Hurlbert, entrepreneurs
generally think of “networking” as building the business contacts that help them
build the business, improve productivity, or
locate competent employees. “While it’s
important that entrepreneurs’ social networks provide those resources, it’s at least
as important that their networks provide
the social support that can help them
reduce stress and cope with stress that they
cannot eliminate.”
Hurlbert feels that business owners
should recognize that the contacts who provide that kind of support generally aren’t
the same individuals who provide referrals
and sales leads. “Our close friends and
family provide the support that helps us
cope with a business downturn or other
negative event,” she says.
One of the most effective things entre-

preneurs can do to combat stress is to build
a balanced network that supports not only
their business but also their personal lives,
according to Hurlbert. “They also need to
remember that even close ties dwindle if
they’re not maintained. That’s why they
need to devote time and energy to the personal side of their networks, just as they do
for the business side.”
Enlist outside help
“It’s not unusual for small business
owners to feel they have to do everything
themselves,”
says
Dr.
Bywater.
“Sometimes it’s about keeping as much
money as possible in the business and
minimizing expenses. Sometimes it’s
about quality control. Small business
owners may think that if you want the job
done right, you have to do it yourself, but
that’s not so. True, there are many aspects
of a small business that are best handled
by the owner, but there’s also plenty of
room in most businesses for effective outsourcing.”
In order to focus on what you do best,
you have to take some things off your plate,
according to Dr. Bywater. “That may mean
hiring a marketing or PR firm, or a reliable
Web designer, or a top-notch bookkeeper.
The key is to farm out the kinds of work
that take up lots of your time but don’t fall
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within your areas of expertise. Do what you
do best. Have others do the rest.”
Make sure that you and your significant
other are on the same page
“If your home life isn’t running
smoothly, you’re headed for stressville,”
says Steve Kaplan, author of, Be the
Elephant: Build a Bigger, Better
Business. “Do everything you can to help
your spouse understand your business
life. He or she can be a big help or a serious barrier to keeping a lid on your stress
level.”
Kaplan feels that finding ways to
involve your family is an important
weapon in the fight to control business
stress. “The last thing most of us want to
do after a hard day is go home and rehash
everything,” he says. “Still, you need to
remember that the person who hasn’t
been with you during your workday
needs to feel connected.”
Involving family members in your life
lets them know that you value their

thoughts and it helps them to be more
understanding during those missed dinners
and birthday parties. That, in turn, will help
you to keep stress under control, says
Kaplan.
Reduce your own importance in the
business
You’ve heard it said many times — if
you want something done right, do it yourself. It’s a classic philosophy with an
undeniable grain of poetic truth. However,
when it comes to running a small business,
too many owners suffer from a dangerous
overdose of do-it-yourself-itis.
“Every small business owner has three
basic responsibilities,” says Andy Birol,
founder Birol Growth Consultants. “They
are owner, president and chief sales person.
No owner can do everything effectively in
all three of these areas.”
According to Birol, small business owners tend to be “control freaks.”
“It’s difficult for many entrepreneurs to
trust business responsibilities to others,” he
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says. “However, it’s critically important to
develop the ability to delegate some of
your work to those around you. The penalty for a failure to do that is an almost
certain buildup of the kind of business
stress that will eventually impose a harsh
penalty on both the business and the business owner.”
Every expert interviewed for this article
ranked the failure to delegate as a major
cause of harmful stress. While it may seem
difficult, reducing your own importance is
a major step toward easing the pressure of
running your business.
Of course, these seven suggestions aren’t
the only techniques for minimizing the
constant strains in your business life, but
together they can go a long way toward
reducing your exposure to the damage of
uncontrolled stress.
William J. Lynott is a freelance writer
living in Abington, Pennsylvania. His latest
book, Money: How to Make the Most of
What You've Got, is available in bookstores and online.
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Letters

Expounding on tree liability
Thank you, and the authors, Peter S.
Beering and Judson R. Scott, for the excellent article “Premises Liability and Your
Trees” in your May 2007 issue. It is very
well done and hits the important aspects of
proper tree management and liabilities that
management firms as well professional
tree people need to know about.
There are two aspects that I would like to
expand upon.
The article mentioned that healthy-looking trees may be hazardous. It is very
important to recognize that tree health and
the structural stabliity of a tree are two separate issues. We all know that a
healthy-looking tree, one that is full of
healthy-looking foliage, can be an accident
waiting to happen if the root system or the
trunk is compromised structurally, but we
need to communicate that to our clients,
whether they be property managers or
homeowners. It would not suprise me if
some of the hazardous trees in the photos
in the article had lots of foliage on them.
We also need to let them know that healthy

trees do fail in severe weather events.
The second aspect is that the article
pointed out that tree inspections varied
depending on the jurisdiction. The article
did not discuss “drive-by” or “windshield”
inspections that are common for municpalities and road commissions and are the
subject in numerous lawsuits.
There is a case (Holts v City of Omaha,
2002) that will be in the new edition of my
book, Tree Law Cases in the USA, out
later this year, in which the court ruled that
drive-by inspections are an acceptable
method for viewing non-hazardous trees if
the inspectors make a more detailed investigation upon finding symtoms of decay.
Again, thanks to TCI magazine for keeping us informed.
Lew Bloch
Registered Consulting Arborist
Potomac, MD.

On public misconceptions
David Shwartz, in his “Battle of the
Beech” article, in the April 2007 TCI magazine, has discovered what many of us

Call back
In Cynthia Mills Outlook column,
“If not, you, then who...?” in the
May 2007 issue of TCI, the economic size of the tree care industry
was incorrectly stated. The correct
statement should have read: “I know
you to be very clear about your role
in the community and your contribution to the economic power of this
nation – $9 billion to be exact.”
We regret, and apologize for, the
error.
already know. The MSM (main stream
media) carries its flavor-of-the-month
club, politically corrupt mindset to the
realm of arboriculture, imposing on innocent people their bony fingered unjust
judgments, calculated to tickle the ears of
the greeners, enviro wackos and general
yahoos of their readership. Matters not that
they are ignorant and/or misinformed, or if
they communicate inaccurate info, as long
as the end – to sell their product – is met.
I have dealt with people in a very abrupt
and even rude manner who have attempted
to impose their judgments on me for
removing structurally unsound trees that
pose an extreme hazard to life and property. To these rebels without a cause, who
refuse to be confused with the facts, any
tree is a salvageable tree – even a dead one.
If you detect anger in my words, you
have ascertained my true feelings, and my
last word on this subject is that such persons deserve what they get, specifically
from a tree that, in it’s unsound structural
state, they would defend as long as there
was breath in their bodies. Nuff said.
Edward Kennedy
Owner/operator Meadow Green Tree
Experts,
Ontario, Canada

E-mail letters to Don Staruk,
managing editor, at
staruk@tcia.org
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Bandit began manufacturing tracked chippers after a good customer asked for a self-propelled, hand-fed unit for a specialty application – maintaining downhill ski runs. The idea caught
on and is now a growing market for the company.

By Rick Howland
ust as the role of the tree care professional is being re-defined by market
changes, so too is the role of the chipper. Not so long ago, the chipper’s job was
to reduce waste, which could be then composted or dumped.
Now, as the demand for more vertically
integrated land care affects the arborist
(everything from clearing to maintenance
to improvement), we’re finding chipper
uses have grown and changed along with
our needs.
There are chipper models that can navigate on their own through very tough and
sloppy terrain, models that are or will soon
feature the ability to create special purpose
chips for fuel or for decorative landscape
mulch, and, of course, units that are safer to
handle as crew members turn over.
Jerry Morey, president of Bandit
Industries, explains that the need for specialized functions led his company to

J
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develop a track-type unit.
“Several years ago, a good customer
asked us to self-propel a hand-fed chipper
for a specialty application – maintaining
downhill ski runs. He was having a difficult time hauling equipment uphill, so we
self-propelled one of our chippers to drive
up and down the slope. A few other people
saw it and wanted one for lot clearing,
since it is so tough to drag brush out or to
drag a chipper into a densely grown area. A
local dealer started stocking and selling a
few.”
Morey says Bandit hasn’t had to do
much to promote the concept, but his
“trackers” are definitely catching on
among tree service companies with specialty
applications,
for
example
maintaining a right-of-way, favoring the
track type brush chipper over a big mower
or large chipper.
Bandit, Morey says, uses a rubber track
undercarriage, typically Caterpillar 304
and 305 technology. Smaller 6- to 9-inch
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2007

self-propelled Bandit chippers are around,
with many finding their way to Europe, he
explains, but the 12- to 18-inch capacity
chippers remain popular in the U.S. “They
[track machines] provide great flotation
and can get into wet areas a standard chipper could not get to,” he adds.
If a company adds a track-mounted
stump grinder together with a track-mounted chipper, a two-man crew can do a lot of
light land clearing fast, because they can
drive right to the site. Of course, if the site
isn’t difficult to access, crews can leave the
self-propelled on a trailer, haul debris to the
chipper and blow chips into the chip truck.
The most popular Bandit self-propelled
is the Model 254, a 14-inch unit, followed
by the 1590 17-inch and 1890 18-inch.
Chris Nichols, environmental sales manager with Vermeer Manufacturing
Company, also sees more and more selfpropelled units starting to appear on job
sites. Vermeer manufacturers a self propelled unit – the BC1400TX.

“If you have a right-of-way or utilityline clearing project along a 15-mile stretch
of road, you can unload the chipper from
the trailer, put it in the right-of-way and, as
the material falls to the ground, you can
move the chipper to the material,” says
Nichols. “This eliminates the additional
handling or transporting of material to a
towed chipper, saving the contractor time.”
At J. P. Carlton, “Business is good,” says
John Bird, president, “and a lot of that has
to do with the popularity of track-mounted
chippers in the 9-, 12- and 18-inch capacities. Over the past two years, we’ve seen
the popularity grow because of productivity increases in certain specific
circumstances. It’s a matter of being able to
take the chipper to the area being worked
instead of having to carry or drag trees
out.”
Bird sees opportunity ahead for manufacturers and end users as new chipper
technology evolves, for a variety of reasons.
“First, the public is more aware of the
value of trees and the need to care for them.
The next thing our industry is coming to
recognize is that what once was trash –
woods chips – has a lot of value as more
people use chips for more purposes.”
Another thing to consider, he says, is the
introduction of low-emissions engines. Not
only are modern chippers putting out fewer

One advantage of a tracked chipper, such as his company’s BC1400TX model shown here, is that it eliminates the additional handling or transporting of material to a towed chipper, says Vermeer’s Chris Nichols.

emissions, which is good for the environment, it turns out that the move has had a
secondary and positive effect on the bottom line. Bird gladly points out that all his
chipper engines are diesel, which have
become more fuel efficient. Less fuel use is
good for the environment and impacts the
bottom line.
The debate over disk versus drum style
chippers will likely last as long as the

All J. P. Carlton chipper engines are diesel, which have become more fuel efficient. Less fuel use is good for the environment and impacts the bottom line.
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industry itself, and Charles Ritz, president
of Karl Kuemmerling Inc., says his company intends to continue to focus on the drum
style.
Kuemmerling, too, is moving toward
more diesels, though not by choice. Ritz
laments the fact that the company can no
longer get the 6-cylinder, gas-powered
Ford which had been the company’s workhorse, but with government restrictions and
the cost of “clean-tech,” such as catalytic
converters, the cost to continue could not
be justified. Most units are now mainly
Deere or Cummins-powered diesel jobs,
Ritz says.
According to Rob Faber, commercial
sales specialist at Morbark, his company is
looking into going tracked for its brush
chipper line. New for 2007, is the Typhoon
20, now going into production, a 20-inch
maximum diameter machine offering 250
to 325 horsepower diesel (Caterpillar or
John Deere engines). They can come with
a winch or loader arm or radio remote control. Sticker prices range from $80,000 to
$120,000 he reports, depending on the
setup.
Faber is seeing that, with the price of
fuel rising, people are now resuming the
practice of selling chips for fuel, especially
among large tree operations and loggers
wanting to turn “tops” into profit paid at
co-generation power plants. All Morbark
29

With the trend now toward selling chips for fuel, all Morbark machines, including the new Typhoon 20 shown above, are
set to produce a 5/8-inch chip (depending on material passing through the cutting heads), which is small enough to burn
well and large enough for efficient material handling.

machines are set to produce a 5/8-inch chip
(depending on material passing through the
cutting heads), which is small enough to
burn well and large enough for efficient
material handling.
“What we’re really seeing is a lot more
complete-service tree companies,” says
Faber. “It used to be that a small company
might have a chain saw and chipper and
bring in a stumper from a separate company or sub out any other part of the
operation as needed. Now, services are
showing up complete – tree take-down,
chipping, grinding, filling the hole, seeding
and landscaping.” Versatile equipment
makes a major difference in one’s business,
he argues.
Nichols with Vermeer agrees that chipper customers are growing more concerned

about end-product quality and how the
chips can be used. This is a major driver
affecting what type and style of chipper
they purchase. When the goal was simply
to reduce volume in order to dump thewaste somewhere, the type of chip created
by the chipper didn’t matter much.
“Chippers have always been used for
green waste reduction,” says Nichols.
“Today, end-product use is changing and
having a chipper that produces a chip that
meets the needs of the end market is
becoming more important.”
From Rayco, Kevin Covert, sales and
marketing manager, offers his view of the
evolution of the chipper. “Originally virtually all chippers were high-speed
drum-type. They were called chuck-andduck – chuck the wood in and duck – later

improved to be self-feeding and thus safer.
Next came the disk-type, popularized in
the late 1980s and ’90s, with self-feeders
and feed control bars. They were said to be
easier on the chipper given the angle of the
disk attacking the brush. Along came more
features, like auto feed controls, allowing
the machine to regulate RPMs and recover
(under heavy load).
“The evolution has come full circle, back
to the drum again. I think with disk type
chippers you tend to get stringier, less uniform chips, and they usually don’t like
stringy material like vines. A drum is more
universal and can handle pretty much
every brush material, now that they are
built in different diameters to strike the
wood at the same angle as a disk,” he
explained. “The result is a uniform chip
and the ability to accept pine and stringy
raw material.”

Echo Bear Cat’s re-design of its popular 6-inch chipper
includes easier access to the engine and other maintenance areas. The 8-inch features a turntable and
programmable auto feed system as standard features.

Rayco’s new RC16.5 chipper, which will take 161/2-inch material non-stop, runs on a 140 hp Caterpillar diesel fed from a
53-gallon fuel reservoir and thus can run all day without refueling.
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New from Rayco and expected to hit the
market mid-May is a 17-inch capacity
Rayco RC16.5 chipper. Covert explains
that the machine actually will accept materials up to 171/2 inches but the name was
selected to reflect the fact that the chipper
“will take 161/2-inch material constantly,
non-stop,” he says, noting the importance
of that, as the new machine runs on a 140
horse Caterpillar diesel fed from a 53-gallon fuel reservoir and thus can run all day
without refueling.
Darren Modin at Echo Bear Cat says the
company (formerly Crary Bear Cat) makes
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The biggest carry-over from Wood/Chuck to Altec,
according to Dennis Beam, is safety, specifically the
company’s patented panic bar, shown here in neon green.

some 40-plus models, from 21/2- to 12-inch
capacity. In the professional arena, there is
a re-design of the popular 6-inch chipper
that includes easier access to the engine
and other maintenance areas. The 8-inch
features a turntable and programmable
auto feed system as a standard features.
Powered by a 24-horsepower Honda or 35
hp Briggs (both gas), these run just over
$13,000.

Redesigns also include the 6-inch line of
chippers in three models – a 24 hp Honda,
35 hp Briggs & Stratton (both gas) or 28hp Kubota diesel. In the 9-inch look for a
28-hp and 50-hp Kubota diesel engine, or
step up to the 12-inch with a beefy 86-hp
Kubota.
The end use of the chip is also driving
production for Dennis Beam, former president of Wood/Chuck and now heading up
Altec’s Environmental Products (sales and
product development) Division, since
Altec absorbed Wood/Chuck.
“Altec will continue with current product lines, the still growing and successful
traditional hand-fed disk chipper and selffeeding and control-feed drum types,”
explains Beam. “We are looking ahead to
develop new products that have improved
chip quality for aftermarket reasons, such
as landscape mulch and fuel. We are entering into non-hand-fed chippers in smaller
lines by the end of the year to minimize
operator exposure,” he says.
“If you take out the variable horsepower,
we build four disk models, two self-feed
drums and three control-feed drum types in
the 6- to 18-inch size. We already are into
the self-propelled and wheeled technology
but not as a dedicated chipper, rather as a
carrier tool mount.”
The biggest thrust carried over from
Wood/Chuck and now at Altec is safety,
Beam says, specifically pointing to the

Salsco’s 13-inch chipper, Model 813XT, has a 127-hp Caterpillar engine capable of processing about 100 feet of material
per minute.
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Dynamic’s new Model 580 Cone-head chipper has a 22inch diameter capacity; a throat opening of 34 inches
wide by 22 inches high at the feedwheel. With 365 hp, live
bed infeed conveyor, tri-axle and capable of filling an
over the road chip van, it was purpose built for producing
fuel chips.

company’s patented panic bar. “Through
Altec, we intend to continue to push safety
and encourage every operator to use our
DVD. In this environment that’s important
considering the high level of operator
turnover,” he says. “It’s more than product
– it’s a focus on safety and training.”
We caught up with Tom Gross, president
of Dynamic Manufacturing, maker of the
Conehead chippers, as he was about to
introduce a new and larger version of his
company’s chipper with a feed bed and
conveyor chains that are “ideal for the purpose of handling slash tops and waste
wood, chipping brush into biomass for
fuel.”
The new family addition is the Model
580, which employs the Conehead drum
design, beefed up with a 365 hp Cummins
diesel. Rated at a 22-inch capacity, the
input measures 34 by 22 inches, and the
machine features what Gross describes as a
unique four-wheel cutting setup – two vertical and two horizontal.
At $175,000, most units are fully standardized. Gross explains that the machine
is remote controlled, entirely, and despite
its throughput and brute strength can be
pulled with a small truck.
At Salsco, president Sal Rizzo says the
company focuses on the smaller devices
for rental outfits, landscapers and small
tree care operations. The objective is to
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Along with the brute 400- tro 800-horsepower chippers (ideal for biomass) production, Woodsman is working to streamline
its hand-fed line of chippers and introduce a 730 (above), 748 and 780 into the popular 700 series.

chip and shred and vac next to a home. Just
introduced in early May is the 616CSV, a
16-hp Briggs gas-powered number with
some interesting and profit-making attributes for equipment rental outfits that retails
for $5,500. The machine is a combination
chipper, shredder and vac.
The company’s big seller in the commercial tree care market is the 13-inch chipper,
Model 813XT with a 127-horse Caterpillar
engine capable of processing about 100 feet
of material per minute. Salsco makes chip-

pers from 31/2- to 18-inches by 24 inches at
prices running from $1,700 to $70,000.
James Cornelius, president, US Praxis,
Inc. headquartered in Illinois, remains a
private label manufacturer of stump
grinders, however it intends to expand into
the small towable end of the chipper business, typically defined as the rental,
homeowner, small landscape and tree care
market. Cornelius predicts new product
announcements will be made this fall. The
units will be in the 2- to 3-inch capacities.
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As the demands have changed for chips
in the U.S., the market is even further
ahead in other parts of the world, reports
Bob Engler, president of Woodsman. His
company has made a continuous effort to
produce a consistently sized chip without
long, stringy pieces.
“We will hear a lot more about biomass
(fuel-to-energy) in the future, and it will
become a strong part of our country’s energy policy for the first time in decades,”
Engler predicts. “Overseas, Europe is way
ahead of us on this, but we are starting to
see it in use – especially in the Northeast –
in schools, hospitals and small facilities. In
fact the University of South Carolina has
gone online with a biomass boiler. This is
certainly a big thing for the arborist. At the
end of the day, if they don’t have a good
outlet now for their chips, they will begin
to see good value in their waste products.”
He explains that biomass facilities right
now don’t spend a lot of money on support
equipment. Landscape chips don’t augurfeed well, often jamming or simply not
feeding.
“We will begin to see a push for small,
more uniform chips that can run through
the feed system,” he says. “That will be a
big plus for the arborist, even if it means
putting more chips (volume) on a truck.
There will be less dumping and higher productivity. Arborists win both ways.”
Along with the brute 400-800 horsepower chippers (ideal for biomass) production,
Engler said the company is working to
streamline its handfed line and introducing
a 730, 748 and 780 into the popular 700
series. These will offer units in the 80- to
200-hp class, depending on the model.
“We went back to the drawing board to
make a consistent chip and to simplify the
chipper by removing moving parts as much
as possible, cleaning up the hydraulics with
fewer hoses and fittings and generally
making the footprint smaller without sacrificing capacity.”
From tracked vehicles that make it easier to reach trees to new markets for the end
result, the choices facing arborists and the
markets available to them are changing.
The old days of drag, chip and dump didn’t
maximize productivity or make the most of
this most valuable resource. Innovative
equipment should lead in innovations in
thinking about wood waste.
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By Joshua T. McClenahan
“Man suffers gruesome death when
pulled into brush chipper”
“Tree worker killed after 40 foot fall”
“Tree traps and kills man”
“Man dies when tree limb suddenly
snaps”

T

hese are the headlines of tree care
industry fathers, sons, nephews and
close friends lost in fatal accidents
in 2006. Falls … electrocutions … blunt
force trauma. These are just a few of the
accidents that are too frequently associated
with tree care and always make the headlines.
Ergonomics, on the other hand, does not
capture anyone’s attention. When it comes
to “sexy” injuries, tendonitis and trigger
finger are not at the top the list. Ergonomic
disorders are not bloody, they don’t make
for good stories, and are never fatal. So
why should anyone be worried?
Unlike traumatic injuries, such as lacerations, which are easily identifiable, there is
tremendous ambiguity associated with the
cumulative trauma aspects of ergonomics.
Whether you specialize in removals or
drag brush, succeed at ornamental pruning
or make decisions as the CEO, ergonomics
should be at the forefront of your mind.
Many people in the industry see the word
“ergonomics” and look the other way with
little or no concern of the potential dangers
it could have to themselves, their organizations, and even their families.
While the term ergonomics has only
been around for about 50 years, the theories and practices have been researched for
centuries. However, it wasn’t until the
dawn of mechanization that the financial
impacts of ergonomics were recognized in
the form of productivity. Whether it’s
widget assembly or tree removals, optimal
performance is crucial to the overall success of the business.
Thousands of businesses across the
globe have paid the price for ignoring
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Repetitive activities and awkward positions can lead to a variety of soft tissue injuries.

ergonomics in their workplace. It is a concern that is growing rapidly in physically
demanding occupations. This article will
define ergonomics by examining its principles and risk factors and how to utilize that
knowledge to effectively implement
ergonomic control measures in the tree
care industry.
Price of ergonomics
Ergonomics is crucial to optimum efficiency within all business operations. By
some estimates, within the United States
nearly $1 billion per week is lost due to
poor productivity relating to ergonomics.
The widespread acceptance of ergonomic disorders in California could help
explain the significant frequency and
severity of related workers’ compensation
claims that have become highly publicized
in the Golden State. The sore muscles and
mild strains that nag most arborists after a
number of years in the field are accepted as
compensable workers’ compensation
claims.
The challenge for small business owners
is that soft tissue injuries (injuries involvTREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2007

ing muscles tendons, ligaments and nerves)
can linger for months, even years. This
translates into reduced production and the
continuing trend of rising workers’ compensation costs. In California, the average
cost of a cumulative trauma injury is more
than $40,000 and includes three weeks of
lost work days. According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, musculoskeletal disorders
accounted for more than one-third of all
lost workday cases in the United States.
Ergonomics defined
Ergonomics can be defined as the study
of an individual and the surrounding environment. It is a science that examines
human performance and well-being in relation to the job or task being performed. For
office personnel this includes an individual’s interface with their desk, computer
and peripheral equipment in stable environmental conditions.
However, in tree care there are substantially more factors involved. For example,
the removal of a 125-foot redwood has an
abundance of risk factors associated with
the job. Picture the tree location within

inches of a house, 15 feet away from a
propane tank, 15 feet from a fence, and
directly above a new septic tank.
Because of the difficulty in reaching the
property and the surrounding electrical
lines, cranes are out of the question.
Anxiety and adrenaline are at their peak
as the climber ascends the tree and
begins lowering the first limbs. After the
first hour, fatigue hits the legs from
climbing and positioning in the tree.
After the second hour, the upper extremities begin to fatigue from the overhead
work, continual knot tying, hand and arm
vibration, and constant reaching.
Back on the ground, the remainder of the
crew feels as if their necks and shoulders
are on fire from simply looking straight up
all day long – not to mention the leg burn
and persistent back pain from carrying the
brush uphill. For those outside the industry,
this may sound like a nightmare of a day,
but this is just another day at the office for
an arborist. This is ergonomics at work in
the tree care industry.
Principles of ergonomics
Ergonomic disorders are synonymous
with a variety of terms relating to soft tissue injuries, including: Cumulative
Trauma Disorder (CTD), Repetitive
Motion Injury (RMI), Repetitive Strain
Injury (RSI), and Musculoskeletal
Disorder (MSD).
There are several fields of study that
have contributed to the understanding of
the work-related stressors of ergonomics,
including: anatomy, physiology, biomechanics, anthropometry, psychology and
industrial engineering. Because each plays
a critical role in the overall well-being of
an arborist, a general knowledge of the
components is critical in effectively controlling ergonomic exposures. Think of the
human body as a complex, fragile, but
resilient machine comprised of several
components.
Anatomy and physiology describe body
parts and their functions. A firm understanding of these sciences aids in the
identification of common soft tissue
injuries such as tendonitis, strains/sprains,
and tennis elbow.
Anthropometry is the study of human
body measurements. Through this data
gathering and analysis, manufacturers can

Upper extremities begin to fatigue after hours of overhead work and constant reaching.

have a clear design strategy for equipment.
The height of a chipper feed chute, distance
between handles on a chain saw, location
of the throttle and diameter of handles are
designed based on anthropometric data to
ensure optimal comfort and safety for the
user.
Biomechanics is the study of the principles of mechanics and anatomy in relation
to human movement. Physical therapists
utilize biomechanic principles because of
the strong relationship of the quality of
movement and overall human health.
Psychology is the science behind mental
processes and human behavior involving
thought processes, impressions, motivation, feelings and emotions. Many people
question why and how psychology is
included as an element of ergonomics,
especially when the other disciplines relate
to human health and soft tissue. This is the
critical element because it is the link
between motivation and human wellbeing.
Ergonomic risk factors
Remember, ergonomic disorders are
cumulative. You don’t typically see blood
or bruises from repetitive motion injuries.
It is not something that can be treated at the
clinic with a bandage. These disorders take
time to develop into noticeable symptoms.
Similar to trees, the human body can only
tolerate localized stress for a limited time
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2007

before failure becomes imminent. Also like
trees, there are preventative measures we
can take to reduce our risk and increase
health and vitality.
Optimal circulation is absolutely essential with regards to prevention and
treatment of ergonomic disorders. The purpose of the circulatory system is to supply
tissues with oxygen and nutrients, to assure
proper function of nerves, muscles, bones,
and tendons, and heal injured tissues.
When the system is finely tuned, it
removes waste products that can build up
from muscle activity, which is crucial in
preventing discomfort.
To test this theory, simply extend your
strongest arm straight out from your body
and keep the other at rest and stay in that
position for 10 seconds. This introduces the
first two and perhaps most vital risk factors: Static posture and awkward posture.
Now, add a chain saw of your choice and
maintain that same position for one minute.
After the minute has expired, move both
arms to the resting position for five seconds
and repeat for two minutes. Repeat each
step for eight hours. For those in Phoenix,
be sure to complete the exercise in the sun
on a nice July day. For those in the North,
try early February under the shade of a
snow-covered tree. For the tough tree guys,
keep two hands on the saw, extend your
arms, and run it all day long.
In this exercise, the framework has been
established to enable the development of a
fine new ergonomic disorder. Parts of the
exercise may seem extreme, but in fact
describes a typical day for an arborist.
Anytime the body varies from an at rest
position or neutral posture, the potential for
an awkward posture exists. Extending the
arm straight out is an example of an awkward posture. Maintaining that position
with no movement is a static posture.
Maintaining a static posture forces the
muscles to contract continually, increasing
the build-up of waste products; meanwhile
the awkward posture results in a decrease
in circulation, which results in the body’s
inability to adequately remove waste products and deliver oxygen and nutrients to the
deprived muscles and surrounding tissue.
This combination of static and awkward
posture is not only uncomfortable but is the
root of most ergonomic disorders.
There were several additional elements
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mentioned in the example. Adding weight
or force increases the muscle contractions
and the need for additional blood that is not
available during static muscular loads.
Increasing the duration from seconds to
minutes, limiting recovery time, and
increasing the repetition, reduces the circulatory system’s effectiveness to remove the

buildup of waste products. Adding temperature extremes, vibration from a saw, even
noise can act as risk factor multipliers to
the activity.
What does this all mean? Tree work is an
ergonomic nightmare. Every major risk
factor is present, few education and training programs are in place, and without
appropriate intervention the nagging shoulder, elbow, neck and back pains will
continue to propagate into very difficult-totreat ergonomic disorders.
Ergonomic interventions and control
measures for management
Nobody wants to go home uncomfortable at night and not be able to enjoy their
families. It is demoralizing, and bad morale
spreads like a disease in the work environment. When people come to work both
uncomfortable and unhappy it is a recipe
for a downward spiral in any organization’s
safety program. This problem can be controlled with appropriate ergonomic
program implementation. However, this is
also incredibly challenging because it takes
tremendous commitment from everyone in
the organization.
Most people can identify exposures in
the industry without even looking at a jobsite, but few can implement control
measures that will remain effective. In
order to be successful, the corporate culture must be able to adapt to change and
must embrace and nurture a commitment
to safety.
Because of the dynamic nature of
ergonomics, focus on both the prevention
of occurrences and mitigation of existing
problems is essential. Consider the following front- and back-end objectives when
implementing an ergonomic strategy in an
organization:
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Prevention objectives
 Establish a Written Program with
Clearly Defined Goals and Objectives:
The key is to prioritize the areas of greatest
risk and systematically address the problem through control measures. The
program should outline the strategies necessary to accomplish each objective. It
must be a dynamic system capable of frequent review and updates. There are
numerous resources available to assist with
this process. Insurance carrier loss control
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2007

When the circulatory system is finely tuned, it removes
waste products that can build up from muscle activity,
which is crucial in preventing discomfort.

consultants are often available, at no cost,
and bring a wealth of experience and
knowledge. Various government Web sites
have volumes of literature and training
aids, including: OSHA, NIOSH,
Cal/OSHA,
OR-OSHA,
and
the
Washington State Department of Labor and
Industries.
 Task Variety: This is the best prevention measure and the most critical
administrative control measure. Crosstraining employees enables rotation
through all business phases such as:
removals, pruning, plant health care, stump
removal, planting, etc. Job rotation limits
the constant punishment to one area of the
body and enables increased recovery time
while mitigating ergonomic risk factors.
 Low-Impact Exercise Breaks: The general recommendation for two- to
three-minute exercise breaks is once every
hour. As the risk factors are increased,
increase the frequency of exercise breaks
to every 30-45 minutes. Whether you are in
a tree or on the ground, take the time to do
simple, low-impact upper and lower
extremity exercises. Consider bringing in a
physical therapist to provide training in
exercises specific to the operation. This has
been a proven measure to increase comfort
and productivity, while reducing exposure
to ergonomic disorders.
 Employee Selection and Placement:
Evaluate the physical demands of each job
position and include that with the job
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description. Consider post-offer physicals
to assist with job placement.
 Employee Education and Training:
Introduce the ergonomic program as a critical element in safety orientation.
Remember it is up to the individuals in the
organization to make the program a success. Everyone must understand how to
integrate optimal posture with equipment
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operation, climbing techniques, ground
operations and even driving. The goal is to
empower each individual for self-reliance
and a level of responsibility for their own
safety. Cross-training is an invaluable
method to ensure peak productivity and
reduce ergonomic exposures.

Investment in Equipment and
Technology: The last 20 years have seen
significant advancements with the mechanization processes in tree care,
dramatically reducing ergonomic risk factors in the field. But use caution, just about
every equipment manufacturer out there
has put “ergonomic” in the specifications.
Remember the risk factors and do not
depend on the “ergonomic” tool for prevention.
 Communicate with the Workforce: Use
a standardized discomfort survey to ask
employees how they feel from head to toe.
This is a great method of opening lines of
communication between management and
field staff and can really strengthen the
effectiveness of a safety program. Many
managers are worried about going this
route for the fear of repercussions, but are
surprised to discover employees respond
very well. The simple communication and
acknowledgment of their well-being can
actually be a morale booster. Talk one-onone and keep questions easy and consistent
and the time investment will be worthwhile.
 Examine the Job Tasks: Review job
responsibilities throughout the organization to look for risk factors. Pay special
attention to jobs that have repetitiveness of
tasks, sustained exertions, irregular work
hours, six or seven day work weeks, high
job stress and invariability, and extended
workdays. All of these factors will increase
the exposure.
 Always Evaluate: Just like tree work,
safety is dynamic. Exposures change daily.
Evaluate written programs, training, loss
history, employee complaints, equipment
maintenance, and production indicators to
find errors in the organization.
 Always Communicate: Once effective
communication stops, all safety programs
fail. Constantly preach the basics: keep
work close to your body, maintain task
variety, make low-impact exercises a routine, and acknowledge discomfort before it
becomes a pain.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2007

Mitigation objectives:
Early Intervention: Remember ergonomic disorders are cumulative. By
encouraging open communication channels, discomfort can be identified before
manifesting into a more serious disorder.
 Remain at Work: This is critical toward
workers’ compensation claim prevention
and can only be accomplished with cross
training. This step occurs when symptoms
are first identified and is very effective in
curbing claim frequency and severity.
 Return to Work: This step originates
after the symptoms have manifested into a
medically diagnosed ergonomic disorder.
This is a critical stage in workers’ compensation cost containment and many carriers
will not only assist with program implementation, but will actually reward companies
with premium credits for having an effective
return-to-work program in place.
 Occupational Therapy: These types of
soft tissue injuries must receive continual
treatment focusing on strength training,
circulation and flexibility in order to
improve. Ergonomic injuries can lead to
permanent disabilities requiring intense
therapy even surgery.

Communicate,
Communicate,
Communicate: A safe workplace is only
possible if communication remains strong.
The thought of ergonomics has not even
entered the minds of most tree care companies – not on purpose, but because of a lack
of understanding of its rewards. Soft tissue
injuries are in every tree care organization.
They are impossible to avoid in our industry. The true extent of the issue may be
hidden at the present time, but the existence of ergonomic problems in the tree
care industry is a certainty.
It has been almost 40 years since the
passage of the Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970 that made it mandatory for employers to provide a safe
workplace. We have come a long way in
recent years, but the tree care industry still
lags behind the curve in implementing
effective safety programs. Fatalities
remain too prevalent and soft tissue
injuries have become an epidemic.
Joshua T. McClenahan is the director of
risk management for the S.P. McClenahan
Company, Inc. This article was excerpted
from his presentation on the same subject
at TCI EXPO 2006 in Baltimore.
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The first class of the Bartlett School of Tree Surgery does a little lab work in 1924 in Stamford, Conn. All photos courtesy of Bartlett Tree Expert Co.

By Janet Aird

T

rees were always important in the
life of Francis A. Bartlett, the
founder of Bartlett Tree Expert
Company.
As a boy growing up on a farm, he was
interested in trees, says his grandson,
Robert Bartlett Jr, the current owner and
chairman of the company. He studied them
under the renowned botanist and arborist
Dr. George Stone at the Massachusetts
Agricultural College (now the University
of Massachusetts), graduating in 1903.
After graduating, he traveled to Virginia,
where he taught horticulture at Virginia’s
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute
(now Hampton University). On its grounds
stands the Emancipation Oak, where
44

Working with a piece of high tech equipment in the early
days.

President
Lincoln’s
Emancipation
Proclamation was first read in the South,
one of the National Geographic Society’s
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2007

“10 Great Trees of the World,” according
to the university’s Web site. The institute
was founded during Reconstruction as one
of the first colleges for black – and later
also Native American – students.
Francis made his way to New Mexico,
says Robert, where he planted an orchard,
then moved back north, where he thought
he had a job on an estate.
“The job wasn’t there,” says Robert, “so
he knocked on doors. His first customer
was in Westchester County (in New York
State).”
This was 1907, when ornamental and
shade trees, including the American elm,
were just beginning to die in droves
throughout the eastern United States.
Francis, who was working on estates on
Long Island, realized he’d discovered a

niche market.
He founded the company to provide preventative care for his clients’ trees. His
slogan was, “America’s Trees Are Worth
Saving.” While he worked, he continued to
learn everything he could about them.
From that original office the company has
expanded to almost 100 locations.
Research lab
“Somewhere along the line, Francis
decided there was a real science that
explained why a tree died,” Robert says. In
1927, Francis set up the Bartlett Tree
Research Laboratories in Stamford, Conn.
In 1965, the lab was moved to North
Carolina.
Today the lab has a staff that includes
five researchers with Ph.D.s in areas such
as plant pathology, entomology, physiology and soil science. The technicians at the
lab have degrees in fields including horticulture, botany, arboriculture and forestry.
The lab analyzes more than 10,000 plant
and soil samples every year for insect
pests, diseases and cultural and environmental problems, as well as soil nutrient
and pH levels. It networks with universities, government agencies and other
groups.
It advises Bartlett’s arborists on all
aspects of tree care, including pest management, plant health care and standard
practices for pruning and soil management.
It also does field testing of new products
for suppliers, says Gregory Daniels, president and chief operating officer, and a
former chairman of the board of the Tree
Care Industry Association.
The lab is crucial for diagnosing tree
problems, explains Peter Becker, who is a
vice-president and division manager. “The
strong collaboration of science, scientific
method, implementation and evaluation
means we can look at innovations rather
than just throw things at the wall that might
work.”
While research done at the lab benefits
the Bartlett company, it benefits the tree
care industry as a whole as well, insists
Daniels.
“Scientists at our research facility gave
presentations at more than 90 industry
functions last year, and a lot of it was from
research and experiments we conducted at
our lab. We share a lot of our research to

Robert A. Bartlett in 1997 at left, and in 1971.

help promote good tree care and to foster
good relationships with competitors.”
Ultimately, Daniels says, the aim of the
industry is to improve the care of trees, and
for that, competitors need to cooperate and

share information. “You can’t advance the
industry without having cooperation. Good
competition brings out the best in everybody. The good companies are all striving
to attain higher levels of professionalism.”

Nestor Caroselli and R. A. Bartlett (kneeling) administer chemotherapy at the Stamford Laboratories in 1946.
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People at Bartlett
When Francis opened his first office, the
tree care industry was in its infancy in
many ways. Most of the companies were
small operations, Robert says, and all you
needed to go into business was a truck and
a saw.
“He was sort of a pioneer to take a concept like this. He had the foresight to open
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more offices and hire good people. He built
a very strong organization.”
Probably the company’s greatest
strengths, says Becker, are its vision and
leadership, which began with Francis.
Francis ran the business mainly from the
home office. Robert, who spent most of his
childhood living less than a mile from his
grandfather, recalls that, “He was a wonderful person. He was hard-working and
exceptionally smart. He’d listen, but he
knew when to make his point. He also kept
a pretty strong hand in the business.”
It’s still a family business, with Robert
the third generation to lead the company,
and Bartlett family members working for
the company from California to England.
And, Robert says, “I have pretty much
the same attitude as my grandfather: You
hire good people, give them the ability and
the help to do a good job, and then let them
go out and do it. When you deal with people fairly, you attract good people.”
The company recruits and trains strong
people and provides them with opportunities of promotion from within, says Becker.
“We look for people who are creative and
interested in working with people and
enjoy challenges.”
This policy adds great value to the company. In 1972, Becker was a college

Robert A. Bartlett Jr., left, and Greg Daniels.

student with a summer job with Bartlett in
field operations. Daniels has worked for
the company since 1975.
“Our employees are part of the Bartlett
family,” Daniels says. “It’s a rarity today,
the investment the company makes in its
employees, including things like training
programs, pay and benefits.”
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Ultimately, he adds, “our employees are
our most important asset. We’re in the people business as much as we are in the tree
business.”
The company nurtures prospective
arborists while they’re still in school. The
Bartlett Tree Foundation gives scholarships to students at 29 colleges and
universities across the country. A good
many of the fund recipients come back to
the company when they graduate, notes
Daniels. The company also has internship
programs for students as far away as
England.
The company is a sponsor of the TREE
(Tree
Research
and
Education
Endowment) Fund, a nonprofit organization begun as a joint mission between
TCIA and ISA. It also offers scholarships
to students in horticulture and forestry.
When new arborist-representatives, IPM
technicians and production foremen join
Bartlett, they attend a week-long school.
There are also workshops and meetings
throughout the year.

A company spray rig circa 1928.

In fact, the company’s training is so
good, Robert says, that some former

employees who go out on their own advertise that they’ve been trained by Bartlett.
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On June 6, Bartlett will
begin a year of celebrating its centennial with a
tree planting project –
planting 100 trees in 100
days.
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Expansion
The company has expanded tremendously since Francis’s death in 1963. Today, the
company operates in 29 states across the
country. Fifteen percent of their operations
are outside the U.S., in Canada, England
and Ireland. They consult in Europe,
Bermuda, Hong Kong, Argentina and
Mexico.
Altogether, they have 97 offices, says
Daniels. “Hopefully we’ll have 100 by our
100th anniversary.”
The company has become more decentralized as it has grown, Becker says,
which is in keeping with Francis’s philosophy of being a community-based business.
Its employees are members of the communities they work in. This way, long-term
relationships can develop between
arborist-representatives and their clients.
Since Bartlett became an international
company, Becker says, management meetings, lab support and training all have
provided opportunities for the exchange of
ideas.
Arboriculture is a little different in
Europe than in the U.S., says Daniels.
“We’ve learned a fair amount from them.
For example, a lot of the ANSI 300 standards were taken from British standards.”
The equipment is also somewhat different, he says. The biggest difference though
is in insect and disease management.
“Quite often in Europe they rely on cultural practices.”
Bartlett and the tree care industry
A lot has changed in the tree care business in the last 50 years, and in particular,
in the last 10 years, says Robert. He credits
much of it to the progress the company has
made, both in its research and training.
Regulations are tougher and the industry is
much more professional, he says.
Organizations like the Tree Care Industry
Association “strive hard to bring up the
standards of our industry.”
It’s important to the company to be part
of community groups, local associations
and trade associations, Becker says. The
sense of volunteerism is important, and the
company provides and encourages leadership and responsibility in professional
organizations, but the company benefits, as
well.
“These people will be growing within,”
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2007

F. A. Bartlett demonstrates the power burr for cleaning
cavities in this undated photo.

Becker says. “They give and they learn.
We try to make sure we’re sponsoring the
next group of leaders, too.”
Centennial Celebrations
On June 6, its anniversary date, the company will begin a year of celebrating its
centennial.
There will be a
tree planting project where every
office will plant a
tree: 100 trees in
100 days. The
final planting will
culminate with a
company meeting
in October. They’ll
take on four large Company founder Francis
volunteer projects A. Bartlett in 1951.
in the mid-Atlantic
area. One is to care for a 100-year-old deodar cedar tree at Tyler Arboretum in
Pennsylvania.
“In our company, one of the visions we
have is making being an arborist fun,”
Becker says. “If we could all be here for
long enough, we have the capability of taking Bartlett from 100 years to 200 years.”
Robert adds, “My grandfather would be
proud.”
Janet Aird is a freelance writer living in
Altadena, California.
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Washington in Review
By Peter Gerstenberger

A Training Caution …
About Non-English-Speaking Employees

I

n a memorandum dated April 17 to
OSHA Regional Administrators,
Assistant Secretary of Labor Ed
Foulke reiterated that employee training
required by OSHA standards must be presented in a manner that employees can
understand, and that failure to do so is a
citable offense.
Many OSHA standards require that
employees receive training so that work
will be performed in a safe and healthful
manner. It is the Agency’s position that,
regardless of the precise regulatory language, the terms “train” or “instruct” mean
to present information in a manner that
employees receiving it are capable of
understanding.
OSHA asserts that the courts and the
Occupational Safety & Health Review
Commission that adjudicate such matters
have agreed with OSHA: an employer may
not take advantage of “an adequately communicated work rule” when it did not

communicate that rule to a non-English
speaking employee in a language that
employee could understand.
In practical terms, this means that an
employer must instruct its employees using
both a language and vocabulary that the
employees can understand. For example, if
an employee does not speak or comprehend English, instruction must be provided
in a language the employee can understand. Similarly, if the employee’s
vocabulary is limited, the training must
account for that limitation. By the same
token, if employees are not literate, telling
them to read training materials will not satisfy the employer’s training obligation.
Additionally, OSHA’s training provisions
contain a variety of specific requirements
related to employee comprehension. For
example, §1910.147(c)(7)(i) (Lockout/
Tagout) requires the employer to verify that
the employees have “acquired” the knowledge and skills for which they have been
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trained. Many other standards have analogous requirements. Tree care and landscape
employers need to be aware of the OSHA
standards applicable to their workplaces to
be familiar with these specific requirements.
A good way for the tree care employer to see
what federal OSHA standards apply to him
or her is to visit OSHA’s Tree Care Safety &
Health Topics page:
hwww.osha.gov/SLTC/treecare/index.html.
In order to assist employers in meeting
their training obligations, OSHA has created a Web-based assistance tool. The tool is
intended to help employers with a Spanishspeaking
workforce
identify
the
Spanish-language outreach resources on
OSHA’s Web site. While the site includes
links to Spanish-language resources, it is
intended primarily for English-speaking
and bilingual users. The site is located on
OSHA’s public Web site at the following
address:
www.osha.gov/dcsp/compliance_assistance/quickstarts/hispanic/index
_hispanic.html.
OSHA compliance officers are responsible for determining whether employees
have been training effectively. If they
determine that a deficiency exists in the
employer’s training program, they must
document any evidence that would demonstrate that employees were unable to
understand the training and apply it to their
specific workplace conditions. If a reasonable person would conclude that the
employer had not conveyed the training to
its employees in a manner they were capable of understanding, the violation may be
cited as serious.
Peter Gerstenberger is Senior Advisor
for Safety, Compliance & Standards for the
Tree Care Industry Association.
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Classified Ads
HELP WANTED

Tree Climbers/Sales Reps/Crane + Loader Operator

Bartlett Tree Experts

Enjoy a mild climate while working & playing in Va.
Beach, Va. Our easy going crew members with a “Lets
get the job done” attitude look forward to having others join them. Call (757) 425-1995 for info.

Continues to grow in the Western U.S. & Canada.
Immediate openings for Experienced Foremen, Tree
Climbers, IPM Monitors & Arborist Reps in San
Francisco Bay area, Phoenix, Tucson and British
Columbia, Canada, offices. Paid vacation, holidays,
medical, dental, 401(k), training and continuing
education. Applicant must be safe, reliable, customer-service & career oriented. CDL & ISA
certifications are a plus. Fax or e-mail your resume
to (415) 472-8651 or pandreucci@bartlett.com.

Custom Tree Care, Inc., Topeka, KS
Topeka’s leading tree care company is currently
accepting applications for the full-time positions of:
Tree Trimmer/Climber. Custom Tree Care, Inc. has
been in business since 1999 and continues to grow
each year. Applicant must be self motivated, knowledgeable and personable individual. Pay depending
on experience and job knowledge. Applicant must be
at least 18 years old; valid driver’s license required,
CDL preferred. ISA certification a plus. Benefits: Paid
Holidays & Vacation, Health/Dental Life Insurance,
IRA. Please contact Greg Gathers at (785) 221-7550
or at customtreecare@hotmail.com for any questions
or an application.

All Paradise Tree Service, Oahu, HI
Seeking experienced climber. Valid driver’s license a
must, certification is a +. Medical, dental, vision &
RX benefits offered. Pay is commensurate to experience. Call (808) 696-5323. Come join us in Paradise!

Arbor-Talk Radio
Custom Tree Care, Inc.’s Disaster Response Divisn
Seeking bucket truck operators to trim & remove trees
following natural disasters. Excellent wages & lodging covered. Groundmen positions open as well. Call
(785) 221-7550 for more information.
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Seeks volunteer Plant Health Care correspondents
from around the world to provide live on-air reports.
Please fax resume to (631) 249-4910. Visit
www.arbortalk.com, and Listen to Arbor-Talk live
Weds. 1 pm-3 pm EST, 10 pm-12 pm PST.

S.E. Wisconsin
Seeking a skilled climber to support our company’s
dedication to excellence. Boom operator experience
and CDL a must. Applicant must be reliable, self
motivated and career oriented. ISA certification a
plus or willing to obtain certification. Full benefits
package available. Fax resume to: (262) 763-5090, or
e-mail to: arborimagesinc@global.net

Work in luscious SE Florida,
Great Opportunities All positions
NOVO ARBOR is a fast growing company that values
what you have to offer as you will value what we
have to offer! High-end commercial tree work
year-round in the most affluent communities in the
country. Professional environment. New equipment/
latest technology. Ongoing training. Room
for advancement. Relocation assist.
Tel: (561) 330-9785 Fax: (561) 330-2392 E-mail
Admin@NovoArbor.com

Ready for a Change?
www.GreenIndustry-Jobs.com

TCI Magazine and Web site Classified Rate Chart
TCI MAGAZINE WEB SITE WEB SITE & TCI MAGAZINE
ONLY
ONLY PHOTO/LOGO & WEB SITE
Members
Non-Members

$55
$65

$55
$65

$65
$75

$65
$75

TCI, WEB SITE
& PHOTO/LOGO
$75
$85

AD Size: Prices based on 250 characters (including spaces and punctuation)
Discount: Ads run for a consecutive 6 month period will recieve $5 per month

DISCLAIMER - Under no circumstances will TCIA or its directors, officers, employees, or agents be
liable to you or anyone else for any damages arising out of use of any product or service advertised or
promoted in Tree Care Industry magazine.

Sales Representative

Tree Work Climber Crew-Leader/Supervisor

Opportunity available for motivated, ambitious individual. McFarland Tree & Landscape Services is looking
for someone to manage sales & services for existing
clients while developing new clients in assigned territories. Green industry experience is ideal. Benefits
include vacation, pension/401(k), med/life insurance,
vehicle allowance and excellent income potential. Call
Jeanne at (215) 438-3970; fax resume to (215) 4381879, e-mail mcfarland@onrampcom.com

Live/work year-round at the beach, Wilmington, NC. 7
yrs’ residential tree work, 5 yrs as climber, 3 yrs as
crew leader. ISA cert arborist a +. Valid DL, CDL a +.
Require expertise in modern climbing/rigging, bucket
operation, proper pruning, & ability to manage crews
to be highly productive. Salary + commission $5560K+. We offer medical, dental, vacation, retirement
& more. Fax/e-mail resume to: Blue Ox Tree Care
(910) 792-1000 or bonnie@blueoxtree.com.
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Aspen Tree Service, Inc.

Work on Long Island’s “Gold Coast”

For People Who Love Trees – www.arborguard.com

We are seeking a qualified applicator & a qualified
arborist with tree pruning skills to join our team in
Western Colorado. We are also accepting applications
for a person who is motivated to learn the skills of
proper tree care. You qualify if you enjoy working outside, are physically fit and willing to learn. Previous
experience operating equipment & climbing skills are
helpful. You must have or obtain a CO driver’s license
with no points. Please call (970) 963-3070.

Work on our prestigious North Shore estates. Join Long
Island’s first TCIA accredited company. Wonderland
Tree Care has an opening for a Salesperson/Arborist
with 2-3 years’ experience in the arboriculture or horticulture field. This person would prospect & generate
sales revenue in a prestigious territory by adding new
clients & further developing existing residential
clients. Some of the requirements are: • Assoc. Degree
or equivalent from college or technical school • ISA
Certified Arborist • Ability to write reports and communicate effectively while building rapport with
clients • Possess a clean, valid driver’s license • Must
be able to identify basic shrubs and trees • Knowledge
of insect & disease management through the principles of Integrated Pest Management • Computer skills
a plus Wonderland Tree Care is extremely well-positioned in our territory & well respected in the industry.
Work in a supportive environment where your opinion
counts. We place high value on our clients & employees, as well as in honesty, integrity & quality. Safety is
paramount. We promise to deliver the best product
possible to our clients. A passion for this industry is
needed! Starting salary for this position is based on
experience. Wonderland Tree Care offers up to 3 weeks
vacation, sick days, paid holidays, excellent medical
benefits & a 401(k) plan. E-mail resumes: dlandeck@wonderlandtreecare.com
Phone
(516)
922-5348, or Fax: (516) 922-2177.

Arborguard Tree Specialists, with offices in Atlanta
and Augusta, Georgia; and Charlotte, North Carolina,
seeks experienced sales arborists, crew leaders,
climbers and plant health care technicians who
demonstrate a passion for excellence. Arborguard
maintains an exciting and highly spirited team culture that is focused on a positive experience for
employees and clients alike.
A decision to join our team will ensure year-round
work for a prestigious and high-end client base, over
100 hours of annual paid training, an OSHA compliant work environment, paid vacation and personal
days, paid holidays, paid healthcare and 401(k).
If you seek personal and professional development,
appreciation, recognition and career opportunities,
you may have found them. To explore this unique
opportunity, contact:
Dennis Tourangeau, Director of Operations,
Arborguard, P. O. Box 477, Avondale Estates, GA
30002, or send fax to (404) 294-0090, or e-mail
dtourangeau@arborguard.com.

TREECO Tree Service
San Francisco Bay Area – A successful 17-year-old
business has dynamic opportunities for experienced
arborists to join us as:
• Account Managers
• Foreperson
Call for info (510) 293-6966, or e-mail jobs@TREECO.com

Tree Care Estimator/$45 Plus
West Chicago, IL office needs min 3 yrs’ exp’d estimator for sales dept./crew manager. Great benefits,
car and will pay moving expense. Professional, friendly w/ great sales skills a must. Fax resume to (630)
377-9580.

Kramer Tree Specialists, West Chicago, IL
Has full-time positions open for Plant Health Care
Technicians. Training & continuing education provided, valid driver’s license required, CDL a plus.
Company benefits include Health Insurance, Profit
Sharing, 401(k) & Production Bonus weekly! Contact
Lor@Kramertree.com or phone (630) 562-0160. Fax
(630) 562-0871.

Crew Foremen, Climbers, Groundspersons
Growing mid-size San Diego-based tree service company hiring crew foremen, climbers and groundsmen;
minimum 2 years’ experience, $15-$20 an hour, EOE.
Certified Arborist a PLUS. Benefits, drug screening.
Must have valid driver’s license. Immediate openings,
year-round work. Fax resume to (760) 727-3813 or
call (760) 941-3992.

Well established Tree Care Company primed for
major expansion
Operations Manager/Crew Forman/Arborist/Climbers/
Sales Person. Growing company in North Atlanta, GA,
area hiring in all positions. Immediate openings,
year-round work. Experience required. Must have valid
driver’s license and pass drug screening. Benefits
package available. Visit us at treecrews.com. E-mail
resume to riskmanagement@treecrews.com or fax
(770) 479-9671.
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Bartlett Tree Experts
Continues to grow in the south with immediate
openings for experienced tree climbers in the
Savannah, Atlanta, Hilton Head, Tallahassee,
Charlotte, Raleigh and Charleston offices. Benefits
include paid vacation, holidays, medical, dental,
401(k), training and continuing education.
Applicant must be reliable, customer-service and
career oriented. CDL a plus. Fax or e-mail your
resume to (770) 414-9762; sjohnston@bartlett.com;
www.bartlett.com

Production Managers/Climbers/Sales People
Min. 5 yrs’ exp. Climbers must prune w/o spikes. Yearround, salary, pd vacation/health, help moving.
Virginia, near Williamsburg, Busch Gardens, VA
Beach. (757) 595-8733, hendrontreecareinc@verizon.net

Tree Climber
North Baltimore area company for over 20 years is
looking for experienced climbers. Year-round work
with O/T, medical benefits, paid holidays and vacation. Fax resume to (410) 584-9240 or call (410)
771-4896.(EOE)

Atlanta GA Arborist
Opportunity for an ISA certified arborist to join a
growing tree care and removal company. Join the
team and be part of our expanding services. We offer
competitive salary, paid vacation, group insurance
and
retirement
benefits/401(k).
E-mail
chrislane@cowarttreeexperts.com or phone (770)
921-8227; Fax (770) 932-5150.

Lewis Tree Service, Inc.
A recognized leader providing vegetation management to utilities & municipalities along the eastern
coast. We are seeking a Director of Safety & Training
to be based in Rochester, NY, to oversee all related
programs. The successful candidate must have a
bachelor’s degree, 5 yrs. of related experience, excellent communication and leadership skills. Additional
skills include experience working with regulatory
agencies, program development & implementation,
computer proficient, excellent presentations skills &
willingness to complete additional related training.
Candidates with ISA certification, TCIA CTSP certification & English/Spanish bilingual all a plus. Letter
& resume to hr@lewistree.com EEO/AA
www.lewistree.com

McFarland Tree & Landscape Services in
Philadelphia, Pa.

Exciting
Career
Opportunities
Service Industry Managers

Is currently seeking a dynamic individual for our Sales
Manager position. The successful candidate will participate in goal setting and implementing and
monitoring systems of accountability, as well as
encourage, coach, train and supervise the activities
of our company sales representatives. Experience in
arboriculture, including Plant Health Care, and horticulture is a requirement. Responsibilities also include
interviewing, hiring and training additional sales
staff. Great income potential and growth opportunity.
Benefits include vacation, personal days, auto
allowance, 401(k) plan, employee medical & life.
Contact Jeanne, (215) 438-3970, fax (215) 438-1379,
e-mail mcfarland@onrampcom.com.

Come join one of the largest Vegetation Management
Companies in the United States. DeAngelo Brothers,
Inc., is experiencing tremendous growth throughout
the country creating the following openings:
• Division Managers
• Branch Managers
We have immediate openings in:
VA, New England, FL, MO, TX, CO, LA, IL
Responsible for managing day-to-day operations,
including the supervision of field personnel.
Business/Horticultural degree desired with a minimum of 2 years’ experience working in the green
industry. Qualified applicants must have proven leadership abilities, strong customer relations and
interpersonal skills. We offer an excellent salary,
bonus and benefits packages, including 401(k) and
company paid medical coverage.
For career opportunity and confidential consideration,
send or fax resume, including geographic preferences
and willingness to relocate to:
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., Attention: Carl Faust, 100
North Conahan Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201.
Phone: 1-800-360-9333. Fax: (570) 459-5363 or email: cfaust@dbiservices.com. EOE/AAP M-F

Climber/Foreman

Climber Higher with Rainbow Treecare!

Long Island, NY-based co. with year-round work seeking experienced climber/foreman. Boom operator
experience a must, CDL preferred. We are dedicated to
safety, training &, most importantly, customer satisfaction. Top pay based on experience. Relocation
assistance for right candidate. Call (631) 474-8084.

Minnesota's premier treecare service is looking for
experienced Climbers who are committed to quality
and protecting the Urban Forest. If you have 2-3 years
experience climbing/pruning and an education in
forestry contact us today to learn more. Send resume
to jobs@rainbowtreecare.com or fax (952) 252-4720
or call Human Resources at (952) 252-0533.
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Open Positions for Field Employees, Boston Area

Arborist/Tree Worker Richmond VA

Have more authority and responsibility!

Selling Arborists, Crew Leaders, Tree Climbers,
Arborist Trainees and PHC Techs needed now!
Opportunity to learn & earn Top Pay. Benefits and
year-round employment. www.dbtree.com or (617)
471-4777 x30

Full time positions, CDL & ISA Cert a plus, driver
license req. Vacations, holidays, IRA Retire., Ins. $18$25 per hr. + OT. Call (804) 794-0011 or email
beavertreelawn@verizon.net A 26 year. family owned
business

The top is more attainable – advancement opportunities. Tree health professionals wanted: Innovative
people. Tree climber lead foreman $22/$25/hour. Tree
care sales $65K. Feeding, spraying technicians $40K.
Profit sharing/pension retirement plan [not a 401(k)].
Health plan. Commission to all employees. Company
vehicle and fuel. Unique marketing. Only a dozen-plus
staff. Mostly new vehicles. Since 1963. $1 Millionplus company. Offices in OH, KY, IN. Must fax salary
history and resume, also questions, to: Gregory
Forrest Lester, Inc. (513) 922-3367, Cincinnati OH
45213.

Live and work at the Beach!
The top tree care firm in beautiful Wilmington, NC,
has immediate opening for a Sales Arborist. Top
candidate will have degree in forestry or equiv., ISA
certification, 8-10 years’ experience in the residential tree industry, and a record of success in sales.
Income potential of $70-90,000+, and we offer
medical, dental, vacation, retirement and more. Fax
your resume to: Blue Ox Tree Care, (910) 792-1000,
or bonnie@blueoxtree.com.

ValleyCrest Tree Care Services
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Provides award-winning arborist services on a wide
range of properties throughout the nation. Rather
than focusing on isolated management techniques,
our certified arborists approach the tree as an entire
biological system. We have full-time opportunities
available for our following positions:
Account Manager; Operations Manager; Business
Developer/Estimator, Crew Leader/Foreman; CDL
Driver; Production Specialists; Spray Technicians.
Branches Include: Livermore, Sacramento, Santa Ana,
Gardena, Ventura, CA; Phoenix, AZ; Tampa, Sarasota,
Venice, Orlando, FL; Atlanta, GA.
For consideration, please e-mail resumes to: treecarejobs@valleycrest.com or fax to (818) 225-6895.

Sales Position/Consulting Arborist
22 reasons to make a career at Hartney Greymont: Job
stability. Growth potential. Competitive salary.
Excellent benefits. Year-round employment. Growing
company. Quality reputation. Tuition reimbursement.
Learning experiences. Nationally-recognized company. Team spirit. Employee stock ownership.
Up-to-date equipment. Safety focused. Rewarding
client relationships. Award-winning service. Ideal
facility. Participation in decision-making. Skill
enhancement incentives. Knowledgeable peers &
mentors. Value driven organization. Drug free workplace. For more info. contact: Scott McPhee, Hartney
Greymont, Inc., 433 Chestnut St., Needham, MA
02492; Phone (781) 444-1227; Fax (781) 455-6698;
e-mail: scott@hartney.com
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Longwood Gardens, Inc.

Milford NH Tree Climber Specialist

The world’s premier horticultural display garden, located in Kennett Square, PA, has an opening for a
full-time arborist. We are looking for an arborist with
the ability to handle pruning and removal operations.
This individual must be capable of running aerial lift
trucks, chippers, stump grinders and other small
equipment used in arboriculture. Strong knowledge of
plant health care preferable. We are looking for someone with a minimum of an Associate’s degree, or
equivalent, in an agriculturally related field and 2
years’ climbing experience as an arborist. ISA
Certification preferred. Must have, or be willing to
obtain, a Pennsylvania Pesticide Applicator License
and CDL Class B driver’s license. We offer an excellent
starting salary and an outstanding benefits package.
Please mail your resume with salary requirements to:
Longwood Gardens, Inc., Human Resources, P.O. Box
501, Kennett Square, PA 19348. Fax (610) 388-2079 or
e-mail- jobs@longwoodgardens.org. To find out more
about job opportunities at Longwood Gardens please
refer to our Web site, www.longwoodgardens.org. EOE.

Broad Oak Tree Care needs 1 tree climber specialist to
assist our two-crew plant health care operation. See
complete job posting at www.broadoaktree.com or email your resume to dan@broadoaktree.com. TCIA
accredited.

Advertise in the Summer Buyers’
Guide in the July issue of TCI
(516) 625-1613 or
sachin@tcia.org

Plant Health Care & Tree Trimming Foreman
Positions Open – St. Louis area
Well respected 31-yr.-old tree service has immediate opening for experienced tree trimmers and PHC
Techs. Company offers:
• Excellent pay
• Vacations
• Health & dental insurance
• Bonuses
• Matching retirement program
Applicants must be motivated & organized. Drug
free & have a valid driver’s lic. CDL and/or spray
lic. would be a plus. Call (636) 394-6597 or e-mail
mfs@metropolitanforestry.com

Ira Wickes/Arborists
Rockland County-based firm since 1929 seeks qualified individuals with experience. Arborists/Sales
Reps, Office Staff, Crew Leaders, Climbers, Spray
Techs (IPM, PHC, Lawn). Great benefit package
includes 401(k) matching, advancement opportunities, EOE. Check us out on the Web at irawickes.com.
E-mail your resume to info@irawickes.com; fax
(845) 354-3475, or snail mail us at Ira
Wickes/Arborists, 11 McNamara Road, Spring Valley,
NY 10977.

Plant Health & Tree Care Salesperson
Duties will include: estimating & scheduling crews
in an established branch office. Certified Arborist &
computer literacy is a must. Compensation includes
family medical, dental, retirement plan, commission, vehicle & salary of $750/wk. Relocation
expenses provided to qualified candidate. Please
contact Vince Winkler, Winkler’s Tree Service, or
info@winklerstreeservice.com
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Branch Manager and Selling Arborists
Almstead Tree and Shrub Care Co., the Northeast’s
most trusted name in Tree and Shrub Care, is seeking 2 Branch Managers for our Northern NJ and New
Rochelle, NY offices. Come work with premier clientele on beautiful residential, commercial and
historic landscapes such as Central Park. The candidates will have strong leadership skills, sales
management experience and can achieve sales &
profit targets while ensuring superb customer service. Must have two/four-year degree in Arboriculture,
Forestry, Horticulture, Plant Science, Plant
Pathology, Floriculture, Environmental Science,
Biological Science, Business/Marketing or related
field. Minimum of 5 years’ industry experience
would also qualify. Excellent compensation package,
401(k) with employer match, health plan, life insurance, profit sharing, extended disability, vacation,
auto plan, continuing education/tuition reimbursement, training and advancement. We will relocate
the right individual! We are also seeking top-notch
Selling/Consulting Arborists to play key roles in our
New Rochelle NY, Hawthorne NY, North
Haleden/Northern NJ and Southern CT offices.
Call 1-800-427-1900. Fax/e-mail resumes to (914)
576-5448 or jobs@almstead.com. Visit us at
www.almstead.com
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Swingle Lawn, Tree and Landscape Care

For even more up to date
Help Wanted ads, check out
TCIA’s Web classifieds at
www.tcia.org

Rainbow Treecare Scientific looking for an Arborist
Representative Mid-Atlantic Region
Rainbow Treecare Scientific is committed to advancing the science of tree care through developing
products and protocols that get predictable results
for the Arborist Practitioner. We are looking for a representative in the Mid Atlantic region to work with our
company in building relationships and serving the
arborist community. This is a sales position that
would involve selling our products. Qualified candidates must have a solid arboricultural background,
have excellent communication skills, be self motivated, and be comfortable speaking publicly. We offer an
excellent compensation package including: salary,
commission, and full benefits with a 401(k) plan. If
you are driven to make a difference in the Arborist
industry with a company that values integrity, e-mail
your resume to: KStrain@RainbowTreecare.com or
call Kristina at (952) 252-0533.

Seeking professionals who are passionate about what
they do. If you’re motivated, experienced and dedicated
to service, you’re just the type of person we want.
Swingle has been a leader in the Denver market since
1947, and we’ve since expanded to include the
Northern Colorado/Ft. Collins area. We’re looking to add
key members to our already outstanding team in both
locations:
• Sales Representatives
• Trim Field Supervisor
• Certified Arborists with Removal Experience
• PHC Qualified Supervisors
• Other outdoor production positions also available
Swingle offers year-round employment plus top industry wages and benefits including 401(k) with company
match. We also provide great opportunities for college
graduates and student interns! If you are a results-oriented professional and looking for a career opportunity
with a growing company, we want to talk to you! Visit
our Web site at www.swingletree.com to submit an
online application or send resume and salary history to
Dave Vine at: Swingle Lawn, Tree and Landscape Care,
8585 E. Warren Ave., Denver, CO 80231; Phone: 1-888266-6629, Fax (303) 337-0157; E-mail:
dvine@swingletree.com. When it comes to your passion, choose Swingle.
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EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
Allied Equipment of Wisconsin
Local Rentals, Bucket Trucks to 70 ft., Stump
Grinders, Chippers, aerial lift parts & service. Rayco
parts, OEM Stump’r Guard. We rent Rayco Hydra
Stumpers/Forestry Mowers. www.alliedutilityequipment.com 1-800-303-0269.

For Sale Colchester, VT

Grand Slam Tree Equipment

Call Toll Free 1-866-264-4562 or Jim’s cell (802) 3734748.
1995 Int’l Log Truck w/Prentice 120E loader, 52K, exc.
cond., $48,000. O.B.O.
1984 Int’l Dump Truck, has 17' dump body, 4' sides,
very good cond., $6,000. O.B.O.
1996 Vermeer 630B Stump Grinder, 850 hrs., exc.
cond., $4,000. O.B.O.
1996 Rayco RG1672 DXH Stump Grinder, diesel, 1300
hrs., exc. cond., $13,000. O.B.O.

Chippers, stump grinders, loaders & attachments,
bucket trucks, chip trucks, tub & horizontal grinders,
land-clearing equipment. Shipping & financing available. www.grandslamtree.com (269) 792-0609.
Grand Rapids, MI area.

Equipment for Sale
Bucket Truck
2004 75-foot Altec Forestry Package on Ford F-750.
Automatic, 9,000 miles, 900 hrs., white. $85K. Call
MA (978) 774-6786.

2002 Morbark Model 1000 Tub Grinder, 1125 hours,
excellent condition $85,000! 995 Peerless Semi-trailer, 53 feet, walking floor, $28,000. NW Chicago
Suburbs. (847) 669-8658 John.

For Sale
Ropes, Ropes, Ropes
All types and brands of professional arborist
climbing, lowering and rope accessories at warehouse
prices. Call for current price list. Visa, MC, AX. Small Ad
– Big Savings, since 1958. 1-800-873-3203.

1995-1996 Aerial Lift of Connecticut, 55-foot working
height. Chip Boxes mounted on Ford, GMC and
International. All diesels. 27,500-39,500 miles. Call
Matt at (315) 323-2303, (315) 386-8273 ext. 7, or email mrandi@tamarackforestry.com
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PRODUCTS and
SERVICES
ArborSoftWorx is the industry’s leading business
management software and hardware that boosts
sales with its DataSync Mobile Office feature; provides anytime-anywhere access to critical data;
improves staff productivity; provides the highest level
of depth and breadth in data capture and sound
information for business decisions – all you demand
in a management solution. Call today to learn more
about the power and flexibility that ArborSoftWorx
delivers. 1-800-49-ARBOR. www.ArborSoftWorx.com.
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Would You Like to Close More Sales and Increase
Revenue by 30% or More?
Complete job management! Tree Management
Systems, Inc. delivers cutting edge software specifically designed to help tree care companies close more
sales, create repeat business, reduce cost and monitor crew productivity. Visit our Web site
www.ArborGold.com for a FREE in-depth video demo
or call 1-800-933-1955 today for more information.

Advertise in the Summer Buyers’ Guide in the
July TCI magazine
(516) 625-1613 or sachin@tcia.org
Hardware and software by an arborist for the
arborist. For more information about the industry’s
best-selling package, call or write Arbor Computer
Systems, PO Box 548, Westport, CT 06881-0548.
Phone: (203) 226-4335; Web site: www.arborcomputer.com; e-mail:phannan@arborcomputer.com.

BUSINESSES
FOR SALE
Tree Care in Rocky Mtn Region
Premier co. 25 yrs in business. $1.5 million sales in
2006. Very profitable. 20% proj. growth for 2007
Extensive fleet of trucks & equip. Exc acquisition
opportunity. Kevin Waide, BA Ltd. (303) 758-4600
kwaide@baltd.com

Virginia Beach, VA
Established Business for sale. Owner needs to relocate. Excellent reputation and staff. Comm. contracts
through 2008. Large list of residential accounts, also
mun. service. Assist with transition. $315,000.
Contact Scott at slalogna@cox.net

Beautiful Northern Colorado
Great opportunity. Small, profitable full-service tree
care & landscape co. Established 21 yrs. Turnkey.
Great 5 acre home & large shop location available
as well. Call (970) 532-0511 or e-mail to
miketjx@qwest.net.

Beautiful Southwestern Colorado
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Franchised tree service business specializing in creating Defensible Space for homeowners in forested
areas. Also spraying for bark beetles. $98,000
includes all equipment, inventory and client list.
(970) 759-9380.

Northern Colorado Tree Service
Very profitable tree and landscape business for sale
in fast growing Northern Colorado. Revenues of
$800K. Nets $250. Asset FMV $260K. Call Mike at
Citadel Advisory Group. (877) 267-0802.

TCI classified ads work!
Call 1-800-733-2622
E-mail to
sue@tcia.org
Please circle 42 on Reader Service Card
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By John Ball

Q

uantifying accidents in the tree
care profession is something that I
became interested in around
1999, because, unfortunately, it was too
common for arborists to know somebody
personally who was seriously injured or
died while performing tree work.
There are not too many professions that
you can say that about. The tree care profession has a fatality rate that is at least 10
times the national all-industry average, an
unenviable ranking that is only exceeded
by a few other high-risk professionals,
such as logging and commercial fisheries.
The fatalities are not highly visible, since
tree workers tend to be seriously injured or
die as individuals on a job site, not in a
group, which tends to attract the news.
We also try to explain the accidents we
hear about by saying “that’s the other guy.”
The typical tree care accident does not
occur to workers because they were stupid,
clumsy or any other excuse. For the most
part they are just workers who made some
serious mistakes, ones we are all capable of
doing. Calling the victims names is a way
to separate “them” from us, but that also
keeps us from investing the time to figure
out why the accident occurred in the first
place.
When does an accident occur? I shake
my head every time I hear a company
owner or manager say to me “We don’t
need any safety talks and we don’t need a
safety person because we are not planning
on having an accident.”
Must be nice, but an accident by definition is an unplanned event. Unplanned
does not mean random, however. A frequent response by a worker who had a
close call is, “I have done it this way thousands of times without a problem.”
Not exactly. An accident occurs when a
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An accident waiting to happen. The typical tree care accident does not occur to workers because they were stupid or
clumsy, but because of serious mistakes or bad practices or habits. Never use your foot to push material into a chipper.

series of mistakes are made in a proper
sequence. This is an important point. When
we start looking at accidents to determine
why they occurred, usually it is not one
mistake or even two but several mistakes
all made in a critical sequence. Accidents
are like dominos; everything has to be set
up just right (or perhaps wrong is a better
word) to happen.
A common accident in this industry is
being struck by a falling tree – either the
feller or another worker who walked into
the path of the falling tree. Accidents to
fellers tend to have at least two mistakes in
common. They cut through their hinge, so
now the tree can move off the butt. And
since they are still cutting while the tree is
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2007

falling, the feller is not standing back along
the safety route. The unfortunate outcome
is too often the feller lying beneath 10 tons
of tree – a fatal outcome. The other typical
accident occurs to a ground worker who
walks into the work zone and the path
intersects that of the falling tree. Why?
Most likely these series of mistakes were
made; no work zone was established, no
command and reply system used or in
place, the feller focused on the cut and did
not have a second to look out into the work
zone (probably because the feller was still
running the saw while the tree was falling);
and the ground worker was concentrating
on where he or she was heading, not what
might occur along the way.

Since accidents are unplanned but not
random, this means we can take steps to
reduce them. They do not have to be
accepted as part of the job. These steps
start at the top of the company, not at the
bottom. When I have company managers
come up to me and say the problem is they
cannot get their crews to start wearing PPE
or stop standing on chipper chutes to clear
jams, the problem is not entirely with the
crew. The problem is the lack of leadership. Everyone who has worked on a tree
crew knows when the boss is giving lip
service to safety, whereas production (at
almost any cost) is the only thing that is
truly important.
A culture of safety begins with company
owners and their safety manager understanding the behavior of adult learners and
effective on-the-job training. These are not
skills that come naturally to most of us.
Owners and safety managers can benefit
greatly from education in these critical subjects. After all, the tree care industry does
not lack safe practices and equipment; we
have made great strides in these areas during the past 50 years. The root cause of
many of our accidents is related to unsafe
behavior – not tools or techniques – and
this is the area that needs to be addressed
more in our efforts to improve safety in the
industry.
A good example of the need to change
behavior is the number of chipper accidents that have occurred in the past couple
of years. Chippers are a common piece of
equipment. They are a big improvement
over the old method of shrinking brush that
I was taught – stand in the back of the
dump box and use a chain saw to cut everything into smaller sizes. This was definitely
a risky task but one many of us accepted as
a matter-of-fact back in the ’60s and ’70s.
The modern chipper is a very safe and
efficient piece of equipment, but accidents
still occur. It frustrates the manufacturers
because they can put all the safety labels
and features on that are possible and practical, but if someone wants to figure out a
way around them, they can. The most serious chipper accidents, those that result in
amputations or death, usually involve the
worker either being pulled in hands-first or
feet-first. Recently a tree worker, with
more than 20 years of experience was
killed when the brush caught him on the

gloved hand and he was pulled through
hands-first.
Even more common are workers pulled
in feet-first. Typically, a tree worker jumps
up on the chute to clear a jam and his foot
is pulled in. Crew members hit the reverse
bar but it does not work and the worker is
pulled all the way into the chipper.
Two lessons from this type accident are:
 never to stand on the chute
 never depend on the reverse bar as an
escape if your foot is caught.
I would guess that everyone reading this
article knows these warnings already. The
question becomes, does everyone on your
crews know this? If not, what are you
going to do to change this behavior?
The simple solution is to fire anyone
caught trying to kick brush through a chipper (before the chipper catches them). And,
no question, it may come down to this. But
the company needs to understand why this
behavior is occurring in the first place. Is it
a lack of training, improper training, or is
training given lip service while the crew
believes production is the priority, not safety?
Firing workers is not the solution.
Understanding and correcting the underlying problem is the key, though obviously
the need to fire workers who cannot follow
safety rules is necessary for the welfare of

Never one-hand a chain saw; always use two hands on
the saw.

the company and even the worker.
Fostering a culture of safety means the
company is dedicating the time and
resources to ensure that the workers have
the equipment and training to operate safely and efficiently in this high-risk
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Always use a safety lanyard while in an aerial lift bucket
and NEVER climb up onto the rim of the bucket until the
bucket is back in its cradle or on the ground.

environment we call arboriculture.
Tailgate sessions and safety briefings are
certainly a critical part of this training, but
having a safety manager who understands
how to train adults is essential to having
the needed behavioral changes on the crew.
Another critical need is to have outside
trainers in addition to all the safety training
conducted in-house. The advantages of
bringing someone in are several fold. First,
even if this outside trainer covers the same
material, the message will be heard differently. We, as learners, often become used
to an instructor’s style and voice cadence.
An instructor from outside the company
forces us to adapt and consequently we
often hear something said in a new light.
Outside trainers often have specialized
skills in a particular area of tree care – aerial rescue, rigging, felling or other topic.
This knowledge conveyed to the crew can
enhance safety.
Outside training is of no value and can
even be a detriment if the trainer is not
knowledgeable or does not understand how
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adults learn. In recent years our industry
has seen an increase in the number of individuals and companies that provide outside
training. This is a welcome change to the
industry where safety training was often
ignored or not given much emphasis.
Unfortunately, not everyone who is a trainer should be training. Our industry has seen
serious injuries and fatalies during training,
not to mention the number of accidents that
may be occurring following bad training
sessions.
While utilizing outside trainers should
be a key part of any company’s training
program, it is essential for the manager to
investigate the qualifications of the individuals or company as to their expertise in
the particular training topic and their ability to train adults. At this point, this is a
difficult task as standards for trainers is in
its infancy.
TCIA’s Certified Treecare Safety
Professional (CTSP) program is an important step in that direction. In addition,
company managers may want to investigate the success of the training programs
the trainers have conducted in the past.
How many programs have they done
during the past year? Is there any documentation as to the success of their
programs? Are companies that have participated in the training seeing fewer and less
serious accidents as a result of the training?
These are all good questions to ask.
At times, training should extend for days,
not hours. One day or even one hour training
has its value. Short seminars and workshops
are an excellent means to alert workers to the
risks entailed in this work and the basic steps
to reduce accidents. But short sessions provide familiarity, not competency. If the topic
is some aspect of climbing, rigging or other
detailed subject, it can take several days for
the topic to be covered in sufficient detail.
Participants must be allowed to practice
what they have learned.
We are all working toward the same goal
– a safer work environment – and the path
begins at the top with the company providing the leadership and direction.
John Ball is a professor of forestry at
South Dakota State University where he
teaches courses in forestry and arboriculture as well as serving as the campus
arborist. He also currently serves as the
academic advisor to the CTSP Council.
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Reporter is the monthly newsletter of the Tree Care Industry Association. TCIA members can access the complete publication at www.treecareindustry.org.

TCIA and PLANET partner to advance safety
n a new cooperative venture to advance
safety in the green industry, the Tree Care
Industry Association (TCIA) and the
Professional Landcare Network (PLANET)
have joined together to offer safety-related
products to each other’s members at discounted member rates. Now, green industry
professionals from either organization can
take advantage of special member pricing on a
larger, more comprehensive assortment of
safety products.
As member-supported organizations, TCIA
and PLANET are continually working to develop value-added programs for their
memberships. This latest joint effort reflects
two important objectives of both organizations: to continue to offer new and better
benefits to their members, and to foster a culture of safety across the industries.
“Advancing safety is a key issue for both
organizations,” says Tanya Tolpegin, PLANET
CEO. “We represent different segments of a
larger green industry that is in great need of
quality safety information and training for its
workers. Both organizations have committed
to improving safety for all by offering programs dedicated to teaching and
encouraging safe practices within industry
companies.”
“Many of TCIA’s tree care members also
perform lawn and landscaping services, and
many of PLANET’s members are moving
toward the tree care field, so it is only natural
that our two organizations would collaborate
to advance the safety movement,” says Cynthia
Mills, TCIA president and CEO. “Giving
green industry professionals discounted
access to even more safety products is another way we can raise the profile of this critical
issue.”
PLANET offers several safety-related
resources that would benefit workers in the
tree care industry, including:
• Safety Program for Green Industry
Companies CD. This CD contains a compre-

I
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This manual cracks the federal OSHA
code and enables you to be current in
compliance.

hensive company safety policy on topics such
as motor vehicle safety, prevention of back
injuries, return-to-work/modified-duty programs, reporting and investigating accidents,
and complying with OSHA. More than 50
ready-to-use forms, sample policies,
payroll stuffers and other safety
ideas are included.
• Safety Tools for Greater
Profitability CD. Step-by-step
guidance, checklists, and forms
to assist companies in implementing a proactive safety program are
part of this safety tool kit. Topics
include performing safety audits, setting baseline safety goals, involving employees in the
use of Job Safety Analyses (JSAs) to reduce
hazards, and minimizing liability claims. This
CD enhances the resources available in the
Safety Program for Green Industry Companies.
• Safe Driving Techniques DVD.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2007

Instructions on parking, backing up, and
driving in wet conditions increase your drivers’ confidence, skill levels, and safety
records. Hands-on tips and a retention test
are included.
• Safe Truck and Trailer Operation DVD.
This training resource is designed to provide
instruction on how to extend green industry
employees’ safe practices beyond driving the
truck to the safe hook-up, loading and operation of the truck and trailer. It covers
pre-trip inspections, proper hook-up procedures, loading and securing equipment onto
the trailer, loading materials and loose items,
final inspections, driving and safe backing
procedures. It is available in English and
Spanish versions and includes an employee
test.
• Safety Overview: Everyone’s Concern
DVD. Available in both English and Spanish
versions, the information on this DVD covers
safety on the road, familiarity with equipment
use, clothing and safety, site awareness, and
self-awareness. Helpful tips on how to prevent
common unsafe practices such as burns, lifting injuries and fire are also included. Testing
material is provided.
• Pesticide Handling for the Turf Care
Industry DVD. By viewing this DVD, your
crews will learn the ins and outs of
pesticide use, including the basics
of handling, mixing, and storing
pesticides.
• Federal OSHA Compliance
Manual. This definitive manual
cracks the federal OSHA code
and enables you to be current in
compliance. Learn which regulations
apply to your industry and how to conform
effectively. The manual is available in book
format or on CD.
These safety products can be purchased
from PLANET by calling 1-800-395-2522. Use
reference code ”TCIA” to get the member discount.

Know how laws are made in Washington?
Your industry needs you at its July 15-17 Legislative Conference
he TV program 60 Minutes recently aired
a segment on how laws are made in
Washington. Specifically, they looked at how
the pharmaceutical industry managed to take
care of its interests in the sections of the

T

Rep. Earl Blumenauer (D-OR), in bow tie, talks wiht TCIA members and other green industry business owners at the previous Legislative Conference in Washington, D.C.
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Medicare law that extended prescription drug
coverage to millions of Americans.
Because of its influence on Capitol Hill,
industry representatives literally wrote the language that prohibits Medicare from
negotiating discounts on prescription drugs. The Veteran’s
Administration negotiates discounts on the drugs it buys for
veterans, and insurance companies
such as Blue Cross use their buying
power to negotiate steep reductions in drug prices. But Medicare,
which probably has the greatest
buying power of any organization, is forbidden
by law from negotiating because of the enormous political power of the pharmaceutical
industry. The point of the show was to demonstrate how power and influence corrupts
Washington.
TCIA, in conjunction with other green
industry partners such as PLANET, also tries
to influence the laws and regulations that
come out of Congress. We do so, however,
without millions of dollars in campaign conTREE CARE INDUSTRY – JUNE 2007

tributions. We can’t hire dozens of former
congressmen and staffers to go back and
lobby their old colleagues still in power.
Instead, we have to tell our stories ourselves.
You, a small business owner and
voter, have a story to tell that can
be as powerful as any lobbyist
whose pockets are stuffed with
cash. You protect the environment,
provide jobs, pay taxes, support
your communities in any number of
ways – and vote.
Your industry needs you in
Washington, July 15-17, to tell your story.
Join TCIA in making your voice heard by the
elected officials who write the laws and regulations that affect your business. There is
no one who knows tree care as well as you
do. And there is no one a Senator or
Representative wants to talk to more than a
voter who cares.
Make plans today to attend. For more information or to register, go to tcia.org, or call
Mark Garvin at 1-800-733-2622.
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From the Field

By Vic Foerster

E

arly one spring, I received a call from a
summer youth camp to investigate why an
anchor tree for a high ropes course toppled over.
When I discussed the anchor tree with the counselor over the phone, he told me that when the
staff returned in the spring, they found one of
the main support trees had fallen over during the
winter. He was now concerned about the rest of
the trees and wanted me to see if they were safe.
A high ropes course is an obstacle course of
elevated tightropes, suspended rope ladders,
balance beams and Tarzan swings. They are
often set within the canopies of mature trees,
which give them a Ewok Village feel. This one
was set 25 feet off the ground.
The idea behind this jungle gym in the sky is
to teach kids courage. A person climbs to a
small platform built in a tree. The participant
wears a safety harness that is connected by a
rope to cables that run above the course. The
line is then belayed to a ground-person who can
safely lower them in case they slip and fall or if
they panic and freeze.
Children had been coming to this Lake
Michigan camp each summer for two weeks of
outdoor activities. The high ropes course was a
big attraction for the youth. They looked forward to it with some nervousness. Successful
completion of it had become a rite of passage
for the campers.
It was a nice April day, cool but sunny when
I arrived at the camp. The trees hadn’t leafed out
yet, but the buds on the undergrowth were starting to swell. Sarah, a 20-something counselor
gave me a ride out to the site. We were driving
through a stand of hardwoods and a green blush
tinted the hillsides. An occasional hemlock or
pine grew amongst the mostly oak, maple and
beech. The trees looked to be about 80 years
old, maybe more.
As we walked down the slope toward the
clearing, Sarah said, “You’ll see the tree. It’s
pretty obvious. It’s lying on its side. Some of the
cables and ropes are still hooked to it – at least
the ones that didn’t break. It’s gonna be a real
chore to get this fixed by next month.” She continued, “I suppose we’ll have to redo the whole
thing. Brad and Tom and Joe – they’ll be up for
that. They’re rock climbers. They like this sort
of work.”
I didn’t reply. But I was thinking that this didn’t sound like a job for an amateur.
We emerged from the woods into the cleared
ring and I stopped short. I felt a cold shiver
wash over me and tried to reply to Sarah’s questioning look, but no words came out. Before me,
about 100 feet away, a very elaborate high ropes
course was spread through several trees. One
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A ropes course similar to the one in this story.

corner anchor tree lay on its side, uprooted. But
it was the rest of the trees that stopped me. All
of the trees had been topped.
They weren’t just topped. All of the limbs
had been removed as well. The trees had been
turned into posts. They were sawed off just
above where the highest lines were set. To compound the indignity to the trees, all of the bark
was peeled off as well. Every single tree in the
course, from top to bottom was a naked, debarked, de-limbed, 25-foot-tall tree trunk.
Standing there staring, I could clearly envision the hundreds, maybe thousands, of kids,
who had navigated the suspended ropes the previous summers. I could see all of the young
people and their counselors milling around
beneath them, cheering them on. I could feel the
intensity of a young girl trying to gather her
courage on a beautiful summer day and step out
over the void on wobbly legs, sliding her foot
out on the now trembling tight rope.
I could also see the whole course snapping,
one tree after another in domino fashion, a
strategic tree finally stressed to its breaking
point by the weight of a single young girl.
I shuddered and managed to say, “We need to
talk to Dave.”
Sarah risked asking me half way back to the
office, “Why did it fall over?”
After a pause I said, “Sarah, the roots are
dead and rotted away. Those – trees – are no
more than big sticks stuck in the sand. Why on
earth did they cut off all of the limbs and peel
the bark off?” I asked.
Sarah said, “I don’t know. It’s been like that
since I started working here.”
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“When was that?”
“About six years ago. I started working here
while I was in high school.”
I slowly shook my head, feeling goose bumps
wash over me again.
Back at the office, Sarah found Dave, the head
counselor. I couldn’t think of a more tactful way
to begin, so I walked up and said, “Dave, you
have to shut down the high ropes course.”
“What? Why? What’s wrong?”
“The trees are all dead and the roots have rotted away. You have been incredibly fortunate. If
I may ask, why did you have all of the limbs
removed and the bark peeled off?”
Dave thought for a second and said, “We
have an old caretaker here who tends the
grounds. He said he used to work for a logging
company back in New England. Said if we
removed the limbs, then there would be no risk
of them falling on anyone. So we did.”
“The bark?” I asked.
“Well, the bark started to slough off after a
couple of years, so he suggested we remove that
as well. That was a long time ago …” His voice
trailed off.
We went inside and sat down. We discussed
his trees for almost an hour. I talked about the
biology of trees, explaining to him the importance of live tree roots and how they anchor a
tree. We talked about how live wood heals, and
proper pruning. He allowed me to come back a
few weeks later with a tree crew and help them
to set up a new course; one set amongst living
trees with healthy roots. We pruned out only the
dead branches overhead.
Driving back to my office after we were finished discussing specs for their new high ropes
course, I thought about Dave and Sarah. Very
nice people – managing all of those kids would
be a challenge. I had coached some little league,
but their jobs were on a whole other level.
People like that always impress me. Nurses,
teachers, counselors – it is a lot of responsibility.
Kids demand attention. Maybe that explains
how the course had eroded into the mess I saw.
It was not the first time I had heard of another
‘tree-guy’ giving bad advice. The two-hour
drive back to town allowed me some time to
reflect on their case.
While driving along in this pleasant springhaze, it struck me. Ignorance is not bliss. Every
once in a great while I get to make a difference,
and today was one of those days. I smiled to
myself. It felt like a privilege.
Vic Foerster is a Certified Arborist, TCIA
and ASCA member with West Michigan Tree
Services, and chairperson for the Michigan
Urban and Community Forestry Advisory
Council. This is an excerpt from an upcoming
book by Foerster entitled Only God Can.
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